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Haitian boat people barred from U.S.
By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Haitians who flee their country by
boat will not be allowed into the
United Slates, but will either be
taken to refugee camps in Penaina,or returned home, the Clinton
administration .said Tuesday.,

are trying to escape from the
reign of teffori-- this is a step
backwards," Barnes said.
Amnesty International USA
called the new policy a double
standard contrary to theiotent of'
The flow has swelled as the
to a third country.
Clinton administration.,hasagn
tight- . the 1980 Refugee Act toveat all
But a surge in refugees turned -eited economic sanctiOns
st refugees equally.,._
Haiti in an effort to force-ou the, "It appears that the Clinton
into a tidal wave Monday,- with
administration ana the U.S. Conmilitary leaders who ousted 'Presthe U.S. Coast Guard intercepting
gress are - still afraid'
Of Haitian
)
ident-flean-Bertrand Aristide in
3,247 Haitians in 70 boats, dourefugees,", said William Schulz,
September 1991.
bling the previous single-day
the organization's.-executive
Michael Barnes, a former conk4. in May-T992. More than
director.
100 Haitians ,died vOltn a bOat__ gressman and' close adviser to
The latest shift, coupled with
capsized. Nearly 700 had been c-xiled Haitian President Jeanflip-flops on U.S. policy toward
Bertrand Aristide, said he was
picked up .
-6y midday ,Tuesday
Bosnia, -China 'and Somalia,
and hundreds more
ere confident Aristide would oppose
expected, a Coast Guard. spokes- the new U.S. policy.
-1'For the people of Haiti who • See Page 3
man said.

•••••••••

Four warships dispatched to area
four more warships and 2,000
Marines to sail toward Haiti and
prepare fora potential evacuation
of U.S. citizens.

at U.S. offices inside Haiti will
bq allowed tp come to the United
States if they are granted refugee
status based on a well-founded
fear of persecution.

"Those who are not, political
In the latest shift in policy, the
will be returned," said
refugees
In-an earlier change of a policy
administration said it wanted to
William
Gray; President Clin- thatfie had adopted from the prehalt a surge of fleeing boat peoton's special adviser on Haiti.
vious administration, Clinton
ple. The announcement came a
day'after more than 3,000 Hai- "Those who are refugees will be announced on May 8 that Haigiven safe haven — thote that are -tians with a well-fOundecl fear of
tians were picked up by the
persecution-would be allowed to
picked up on the sea — in
Coast.Guard.
to the United .States to
come
And in a new show of military 'Panama."
pursue their asylum claims or go
Gray said Haitians who apply
force, the administration ordered
4.

e0r.10 begins
for principals
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
•
Site-based council members from Southwest Elementary and Calloway County Middle School embarked - on a mission Tuesday to gain
more - information-about the process involved in seeking a new
•
principal.
CCMS council members met with Sawrintendent Dr. Jack Rose
Tuesday morning to discuss the -interview process
-Parent member Neil Weber was selected as interim chairman of the
•
-• council.
• "We are ready,to"get things back on track and Moving at the middle
school," Weber said.
The principal vacancy occurred when Marilyn Willa' was transferred from the middle school to serve as-director of the newly-created
Calloway County Alternative Program.
"We've completed- the -search process twice before withsouncils in
the district," Rose said."We have had.the notice of the position up for
the appropriate number of days and are ready to begin."
According to the process, Rose will be involved in the initiaLinterview and will recommend a list of names to the council. It will be the
• .council's responsibility to select the principal from that list. If no
applicant on the list.is suitable, the council can request additional
M See Page 2

Wildlife Center
opens near Cadiz
By ALLISON MILUKAN
Staff Writer
°Poing a wildlife center has
long, been a dream for free'
naturalist Scow Shut*: „
lce
an
During April of this year, he accomplished his dream • of
becoming a keeper and pre- .
server of wild animals when he
opened Woods and Wetlands
Wildlife Center on Hwy. 68
near Cadiz.
"Having a nature center of
this caliber open to the public
has been a goal of mine," he
said.
The center is home to
• approximately 40 species of rattlesnakes, copperheads and cottonmouths as well as several
other non-venomous snakes.
Shupe, the center's operator
and director, also has on display
a giant toad, salamanders and
turtles.
The focal point Of the attraction is a 12,000 gallon freshwater aquarium featuring everything from bass, carp, crappie,
sun fish,. catfish, buffalo, drum
and spotted sucker fish.
A crane *as required to lift
large blocks of stone which
serve as'decorations in the tank
and line the outer cabinet. The
stone had to be placed at the
• building site before construc-

r

ma

Members of the Calloway Middle School Site-based Council met with Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose Tuesday to discuss the principal search. Pictured
from tett: Judy Darnell, Neil Weber, Sharon Furches, Gary Mullins, Elizabeth Douglas and Rose.

Clinton first
Km ovii4 to visit Baltics
'

tion of the building could begin.
Shupe caught most of the fish
from Kentucky and Barkley
lakes. Most of the other wildlife
was alsd captured in this region
of the United Stares:
A unique exhibit at Woods
and Wetlands is an American
crocodile. With only 1,000 in
existance, the crocodile .4.5 on an
endangered species list.
A coati, which is in the
racoon family, can also be
found at the wildlife' center.
Coatis, usually found in South
America, are also found in the
Southwest.
Woods and Wetlands also has
a collection of birds, including
hawks, owls, falcons and vultures. There is also an outdoor
walk through park containing
wild mammals native to North
America.
Mammals on display include
cougars, wolves, coyotes rid
bobcats.
Shupe said he hopes to
include up to 30 exhibits in the
park.
Shupe, who is, from Farmington, spent 25 years working in
zoos and the tourism business
in various states from Florida to Naturalist Scott Shupe poses with a Red Tailed Hawk In front of the
California.
Woods and Wetlands Wildlife Center on Hwy. 68 near Cadiz. The
center Is located 'A -mil* east of the Lake 1390y, State Park
II See Page 2
entrance.

RIGA, Latvia (AP) — Saluting
the Baltics' struggle against
decades of. Soviet rule, President
Clinton promised today to push _
Russia "in a deliberate and firm
wity"--to-withdrave-its last-remain...ins troops from'..the --region.,
Standing before a crowd of
30,000 cheering Baits in historit
Freedom Square,_ the first U.S
president to visit a Baltic state
declared, "We will rejoice with
you when the last of the foreign
troops vanish from your
homelands."
But he also urged Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania to adopt a "tolerant and inclusive approach"
toward ethnic Russians living
among them.. Russia President
Boris Yeltsin is trying to link the
troop withdrawal to the rights of
ethnic Russians.
"Freedom without tolerance is
freedom unfulfilled," Clinton
admonished the crowd that filled
the square under sunny skies.
Many waved -small, cloth American flags.
In the shadow of a 146-foot
high- stone obelisk called Freedom Monument, -Clinton celebrated the fledgling demacracies,
chanting, "Briviba!" "Vabadus!" and "Laisve!" — Latvian,
•Estonian and Lithuanian for
"Freedom!"
He said the United States is
linked to the Baltics by an

BILL CLINTON
unbreakable chain of freedom.
"The chain stretches back to
your grandparents exiled to the
wastelands of Siberia — many
never to return. The chain goes
back to your fathers — men who
took to the forests to resist the
occupying troops, and to you,
who took up their cause, stood
vigil over the bonfires of liberty
and sang the songs of independence," Clinton said.
As evidence of the support, the
United States and Latvia signed a
long-expected trade agreement at
the 664-year-old Riga Castle on
the Daugava River. The accord
establishes trade and investment
rights between the two countries
and encourages the adoption of
free-market policies.

BRIEFLY...
FORECAST

CONTENTS

•Second-yew Murray State Lady Racer
basketball coach Eddie Fields
announced the addition of Dee Gibson
as now assistant coach:

Site-lesed
• North Elementary
Council wit meet in regular session at 5
• p.m. Thursday at the school.

Page 1OA

U The Faxon Fire District will hold
'elections for ifs board of trustees Saturday from 9 a.m. until noon at the fire station located off Ky. 94 E. on Turner
Road. Tony Denezzo and Jimmy Geurin
have been nominated to fill two vacant
positions.
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Governor announces board appointments •Principals...
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Thomas Anthony Burich, Lexington consultant and investor, has
replaced James 0. Butts, Fulton
on the. Murray State University
hoard of regents.
He was among 14 university
trustees and' regents Jones
appointed from nominees of a
state commission that screens
applicants.
- Jones also made appointments
to the Council on Higher Education, the State Fair Board and
Kentucky Authority for Educational Television.
The appointments were made
Friday but not made public until
Tuesday,
. -Other appointments:
University of Kentucky
Steven S

Reed. an assistant U.S attor-

•

Rose told the council that the
•
most critical part of the principal
Northern Kentucky University
FROM PAGE• 1
search will be the background
Philip Tahaferro, Covington attorney.
check.
names.
uas reappointed.
"You may -be able to make
"It is posSible that the list I
that I can't," Rose said.
contacts
give you will have some of the
Morehead State University
can really trick
interview
"The
it
same
on
the
names
as
I
list
retired
Ashland.
William R. Seaton,
.State Fair Board
people are
some
because
you
was
give to Southwest," Rose said.
Ashland Oil Inc. executive,
Malonkit. amacey, chief executive
salesmen.
natural
reappointed.
the
with
of
people%
"Several
.officer of Liberty National Bank in Louis"To me, the interview process
,- vine. replaced Jim Ellis of LoutsvA.
elementary certification may have
Kentucky State University
David V. Hall, Shelbyville, replaced
is not as Critical as that backmiddle school certification."
Bruce D. Harper, Harrodsburg. 'Both
Curtis Sullivan, owner of a meat comRose said that between the two ground check," he said. "You'll
terms expire July is.. 1998..
pany in Bowling Green, -replaced Joe
there should be at least a have to spend a lot of time on the
schools,
Childen•ofFninkfort, who resigned. POW
phone making contacts."
dozen
applicants.
Anthony
Morns
term.
years remain in the
Rose gave the council exam"One thing the council needs
Howard, Louisville, public relations coorKET Authority
dinator for General Foods, replaced Kevin
to decide is how it wants to ples of sample questions that
Jones appointed Steve Newberry. HiseCosby of Louisville, who resigned. One
approach the process," Ross said. could be used, as well as examville, for a term expinng next June 30;
year remains in the term. Valinda
"The
council needs to consider ples of questions that should,not
Patricia Hayden, Lexington, for a term
Livingston, Lexington, was reappoipted.
confidentiality because some peo- be asked because of federal
expiring June 30, 1997; .Charles Ander-.
assoc...
University
Kentucky
ple may feel penalized in their guidelines.
Western
son,
be interesting
"I think it
-ate dean for academic services, for a term
position if their names are
current
Education
Council oh - Higher
expiring June 30, 1997; John. S. Donis:ask us questo
applicants
the
for
to-be
-have
We
released.
sensitive
Benjamin K. Richmond, president of •
Edgewciod, for a term expiring June
Monroe,
saiderry
too,"
tions,
to
people's
protect
and
Eights
replaced
League,
the Louisville Urban
30, 1998, and Merlene M. Grisson, Louisteacher.
M.
their
employment situations."
Scott J. Schiiling, Fort Mitchell. Jamie
ville, for a term expinng June 30, 1998.
The Southwest council will
Weber suggested that the counat 4 p.m. July 19 in execumeet
cil seek information from faculty,
tive session. to discuss the
staff and parents.
applitants.
"I am concerned about time
• I • •
constraints, but 1. think we have
someone fired shots at the house- the Graves County line when two
of principals, East
Speaking
data
the
some
from
baseline
s. No one was injured.
unidentified individuals standing
Council .
Elementary's*Site-Based
out
- --facult;rquestionnaire sent
the
However, bullets shattered
on the Hale. Springs-Vanzora
with a
Tuesday
meeting
its,
began
,
last
of
week
said.
school,"
Weber
windows of homes and cars. • Road overpass shot several
table.
the
around
face
new
like what Southwest
Aulhorities are invevigating
rounds from a small caliber gun - • "I personally
did with its open -forum last
Principal Patsy Whitesell took
the shootings.
'
at approximately 4
week."
her dales July 1, replacing
over
investigating
are
police
State
The bullets - shattered the front
The council agreed to have ap 'Jim...Feltner who retired.'
the ,..shooting on the Purchase and rear window of the truck.
open .forum at 6:30 p.m. July 14 The council, discussed -an,
Parkway..
-FLustin was not injured.
- ,. employee interview policy, which
:
Parents,
in
the
library.
-school
According to reports, Terry L:
is
Gillingham
Mark
. Trooper
faculty, staff and members of the --had been developed at an earlier
Rustin of Kuttawa wag south- investigating the incident: .
community are -invited to discuss meeting.
hound in Marshall County near
vy,hat.qualittes they would like the
"We sent the policy to board
Heir pri,ncipal to .have.
attorneyltictiones and-he-added.
-4 •
I really think in--open forim
one sentence-,"-- Whitesel seid:
' is -a good idea," said council
.The policy establishes inter-;
viewing committees for vacanEitta.lones suggested that a stater
_
,4
dl in executive session at-5 'p.m. ment be added indicatin Altai the
July 19 to discuss the applicants
policy Shill nof.diminish the .
Staff Report
Michael Troop and FBI Special for _ the principalship. At 6:30 authority of the principal as set
Murray Ledger /1-Timet
Agent V. Dave Kohl, Lassiter is p.m., the council will meet in
forth iii KRS 160.345 to select
A federal.grand jury indicted charged with committing an - open assion to discuss-the interpersonnel to fill vacancies ai the
Timothy Lee Lassiter of Murray 'offense against the United States, view grocess.
.
school.
on gambling-related charges transmission of wagering infor• • • •
The council agreed to Odd the
..
failure to Ilkratitien
Tuesday.Southwest council members sentence and adopted the policy.
According to U.S. Attorney tax returns, supply information or
met withRose Tuesday afternoon The policy will be put 1.0-41.58.s.
pay taxes:
•
to discuss the principal search , Thursday when the council
The indictment alleges that on
prat-Ss:- - --bnins etamirtitig resumes for the
or between July 1, 1992, and Jan.
The vacancy Was created when secrearial position,
. -Next '4.veek,
31, 199-3: Lassiter was involved
13,TH ONLY
Kent Barnes accepted the super- the council will consider.resumes
with a gambling operation -and
intendent's position in Greenup for a primary teacher position.
knowingly used the telephone
County.
In other business, the council:
syttem for transmission of infor- - Interim chairman Donna Harris
*Agreed to meet the second
mation which assisted people
gave Rose a copy of parent com- Tuesday of each month at 3:30
placing bets on sporting events in
ments made at an open forurii last p.m. in regular session.
Kentucky and Tennessee.
week; as well as results from a
*Agreed to host Back,toIf Convicted, Lassiter could
teacher survey.
School Nights Aug. 15 (for primface six years in prison and a
"We told the parents and facul- , ary students) and Aug. 16 (for
$350,000 fine.
ty that we would use these issues
intermediate students). Both
He will appear in federal court in forming our questions," Harris
in the
events will begin at 7
in Louisville July -19.
said. "Part of we did during our
gym.
work session Was go through an
*Discussed the technology
interview packet from the Nationreport regarding software purchal Education Association."
ases • and future needs.
.1
Ramsey, Dayton, replaced Clay A.
Edwards, Louisville, as the councirs'student member. Reappointed were James M.
Miller, Owensboro, and Glenn D. Levera
idge, Lexington.

ney who once was. staff lawyec in Jones'
-office replaced Henry L. Jackson of Lexington, whose term expired;.Theodore B.
Bates, a thoroughbred herrn fano owner
and former president of UK's national
alumni association. replaced U.S, District
Judge Henry Wilhoit
Graysbet as the
hoard's alumni representative.

University of Louisville
• Jack Chester Porter, Mount Washington
attorney and banker, replaced Robert P.
Benson Jr. of Louisville. Jones reappointed Rose Mane Lege, Fort Wright,
,and Steven Barry Bing, Louisville.

Western Kentucky University
Cornelius A. Martin, owner of • Bowling Green automotive dealership, replaced
Monnie Hankins, Louisville.

Eastern Kentucky University
Alice Graham Rhodes, Ashland attorney, replaced Cynthia Elliott of Jackson,
v.iio resigned. Four yefirsjemain in the
term. Jim Gilbert. Berea, was reappointed.

Authorities investigate several drive-by shootings
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Several homes in McCracken
County- and a truck traveling on
th'e Purchase Parkway were shot'

- ly-morning hours
at- in the .ear
Tu7Sclay.
.
According to police reports,
more than six homes in the Paducah area weir-damaged after
C
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Our Success Isn't dust What
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Captain D's.

1:1
peetrAe4oflikel,

990 SPECIAL!
Buy One Fish 11 Fries At '2.99 &
Get The Second One For 99'
- Must HAW Coupon

•••

--- CUP THIS"COUPON ---;

Buy One Fish 'N Fries
at $2.99 & Get The Am
'
Second One For 990-'4MUST HAVE COUPON
011w Expires 7/1391
One coupon per customer. Not good
with any other coupon w discount
eriseel at participating Captain Oe.

-

Each Fish'11 Fries Includes:
Two golden brown fish fileti, friss &
hush puppies.

--- CUP THIS COUPON'.

Buy One Fish 'N Fries
at $2.99 & Get The
Second One For 990

Captastfpo'a

MUST HAVE COUPON
Oner Expires 7/13i94
One coupon per oustamer. Not good
with My cern mom a discount
spiced et pedicipeling

SUBSCRIBE

1111 Wildlife Center...
The
Book Rack...
Is Expanding!
Look for some
.
.
upcoming changes
Dixieland Center • Murray
753-4821

FROM PAGE 1
"I've been here the last 15
years, most of my time spent in
public schools, state parks and
other agencies around the country providing educational and
entertaining wildlife programs,"
Shupe said...,

h

Shupe receives financial
ing from the wildlife cen-

Li

ter's neighbor, Knight and Hale
Game Calls.
Shupe'said the wildlife center
was a way for Knight and Hale
to give something back to the
Cadiz area and promote
tourism.
Operating a wildlife center
requires numerous state and -.some, federal permits, Shupe
said.
The center is open from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thorugh
Saturday and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.
Every Sunday at 2 p.m., the
public can view the "feeding
freenzy," when the fish, reptiles
and mammals are fed.

Murray •
Ledger & Timms

Johnny Williams,M.D
Eye care

Nor

1001 Whitten Dr. .
Murray, KY 42071

Offering Cataract Surgery&Complete

DEPARTMENT HEADS
Walter L Apperson
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Moe Rouse
Geneva' Mgr.
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Admixing Mgr. Mary Ann On
Circulation Mgr. Dennis Hodges
Classifieds M. Karen Covert

Johnny W.Williams,M.D. announces his new location
at 312 N. 12th (same location as Dr. Herbert Deilham).
Dr, Williams is a graduate of Murray High School,
Murray State University, the University of Louisville Graduate
School and the University of Louisville Medical School.
He completed his ophthalmology residency atthe Kentucky
Lions Eye Research Ins' titute oftEaJniversity.of Louisville.
Dr, Williams specializes in surgery and diseases.of the
. eye including cataracts, glaucoma, diabetes, laser surgery
and plastic surgery.
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Simpson case may boil down to minutes

it the
Adround

Levenson said. "He has to get said whether they will seek the
there, couimit the crimes, get death penalty.
Brian "Kato" Kaelin, who
back, ele.an up and leave in a
lives in a guest 'house on Simplimousine for the 'airport. How
son's estate, testified that Simpcan you get this all debt in this
son spoke of his failed marriage
period of time?
"On the other hand, he's 0J. when he returned from a golf-outing on June 12, the day of the
Simpson, the man known for runkillings. Later, after his daughtning through airports. His own
image may work against him." er's dance recital, Simpson said
he thought the dresses his ex-wife
Also Tuesday, attorneys argued
and her friends were wearing
a defense motion. to throw out all
evidence seized at Simpson's were too tight, Kaelin said.
He said they went to a McDohouse. Testimony on the motion
nald's drive-in after Simpson was
was to continue today.
Simpson, 46, has pleaded inno- excluded from a family gathering
cent to murdering Nicole Brown at the nearby Mezzaluna restaur:
Simpson, 35, and Ronald Gold- _ ant. The last time Goldman, a
man, 25. Prosecutors have not waiter at Mezzaluna, Was seen
alive was when he left the
-retiaurant to return a pair of glasses to Ms. Simpson.
Kadin said he and Simpson
returned- from McDonald's. about
9:45 p.m. fie said he went out.
, side at 10:40 p.m. to investigate

LOS ANGELES (AP) - On
the bloody Sunday that transform
J. Simpson from sapou
star 111refendant, he played golf,
watched his daughter's dance
recital and drove to McDonald's
in his Rolls-Royce frir a
hamburger.
'Then he disappeared for about
75 minutes, according to testimony Tuesday at a preliminary
hearing to determine if Simpson
will stand trial.
The testimony showed that
"this case is going to come down
to minutes," said Loyola University Law 'Professor .Laurie
Levenson.
"It's a' very tight squeeze,"

make
; said.
trick
e are

20CeSS

backYou'll
on the

exams that
examnot
'ederal

resting
queslonroe,

Change of venue granted
in Paducah carjacking case

il will
execuis the

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - A • old Shane Pearson of Lone Oak
McCracken Circuit - Judge on • dead and 19-year-old- Matthew
Tuesday granted a change of ven- Fiorentini wounded in a separate
ue in the trial ofthree Paducab,. attack.
Police said the youths caryouths charged in, connection
• with carjackifig's that left one teen jacked Pearson in Paducah and
deadand another hospitalized drove him to the country, where
.with a.gunshot wound in January. Steven Johnson shot and Ailed
'
-Judge Ron Daniels said the
Police said the youths watched
trial of Caryon Johnson, 15, Steyen Johnson, 17, and Calvin "Menace II Society," a movie
"Kevin"- -Smith 17, would be depicting violent urban crime,
then devised a plan to shoot peomoved to, Bowling Green.
Daniels said the case has pIe-ind steal their cars. •
Another_ youth, 17-yeaf-old
drawn too. niuc_h PUblicity in
Kunta Sims, pleaded guilty to
to find an
McCracken
unbiased jury. Daniels said tie __. murder, attempted murder and
.-- picked Bowling Green because a kidnapping in the case and was
---seeured juvenile detention facility - sentenced to life in prison without -the possibility of parole for
is attached to the courthouse.
The trial is scheduled to begin 25 years on the murder charge.
A _fifth teen, Sylvester Berry,
Nov. 14.
The youths are being tried 'as 16, is awaiting Sentencing after
pleading guilty and agreeing to
,
_ The -carjackings ,left .167year- testify in the case.
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thumps he heard, and saw Simpson a short time later getting into
a limousine.
Limousine driver Allan Ark
testified that he arrived early at
Simpson's mansion for a 10:45
p.m. pickup, and no one
answered the intercom until after
he saw a tall, black person slip
into the front door of the house
close to 11 p.m.
He said a voice, which he
believed was Simpson's, then
said over the intercom that "he
overslept, that he just got out of
the Shower and he'd be down in a
minute."
Earlier testimony has suggested that Ms. Simpson and
Goldman were attacked before
10:30 p.m. Police have not
released a time of death.
One of Simpson's previous"
attorneys said Simpson was at
home at the time of the killings
waiting for his ridejo the airport.

Simpson's current lawyers have
not disclosed his whereabouts in
the hours before 11
.
evidence has been presented so far that directly links
Simpson to the killings.
In its motion to throw out the
evidence from Simpson's estate,
the defense contends -detectives
illegally scaled the estate's wall
without a warrant the morning
after the slayings. When they
obtained a warrant a few•hours
later, they did so by misrepresenting the situation, the motion
says.
Detective Mark Fuhrman, who
clabed the wall; testified that
police coming from the bloody
crime scene spotted blood on a
Bronco - outsiW the • estate.
"I said, 'We've got an
emergency. We've goia problem.
.We'don't know if we have people
inside that are in danger, dying,

bleeding to death. We have to do
something. I don't care whoSe
house it is, we have to do something," Fuhrman said.
Once inside, Fuhrman testified.
Kadin told him he had heard a
loud sees of thumps the night
before outside his guest house.
Fuhrman said he went out and
found a glove in the area where
1Caelin had said the noise came
from. The glove matched one
found at the crime scene.
The hearing adjourned with
Fuhrman still on the stand,
Other developments Tuesday:
- Prosecutors revealed that
there 4as a path of bloody shoe
prints from the dead bodies to an
alley behind Ms. Simpson's
condo.
- Municipal Judge Kathleen
Kennedy-Powell did not reveal
the contents of a bulky yellow
envelope that Simpson's lawyers
toned over !au wk.
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.III Boat people.„
OM

eAGE 1 raised again-questionS about ,Clinton's„ consistency on foreign policy_, as he headed for Eueope to
meet with leaders' there and
attend an economic summit.
"The president clearly- has a
major foreign policy challenge,"
said Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.,
chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee. "I don't
think this change on Haitian refugee policy is going to impact that
overall image all that much. But
the broader question (of policy
shifts) is something he clearly
has to contend with."
- Gray said the first safe haven
site- would be in Panama and that
agreement in principle also had
been reached .with the Caribbean
nations of Dominica and Antigua.
Ile said the agreement with Panama was for six months.
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In Barbados, Antigua PrimeMinister Lester Bird said Tuesday his country will allow the
United States to process 2,000
Haitians during six months.-The
United Nations High
for Refugees willComisner operate
- he said..
the center,
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KERA continues to spark debate

GINA HANCOCK

WALTER L. APPERSON

Managing Editor

'Publisher

School's out,
FRANKFORT
certain asic words anda long-time,
the summer's half over and the
losing battle against split infinitives,
AGREE OR NOT
debate continues to rage here over
I tend to be sympathetic with those
what Kentucky students should
Where there is no bision, the people perish.'
who want "penmanship, spelling,
learn
in school.
grammar,syntax, structure and dic.C.
- WSPAPER&IN
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NE
tion" specifically includell4in the
Given the extremes on both sides
state's standards.
of the argument, whatever resolution tile state school board makes
Rut also as one on the mailing list
Syndicated columnist
of the issue isn't likely to be satisfacof the Family Foundation, I know
tory to one group or another.
the state school board could adopt
Ofcourse,imong basic tenantsof, every
until KERA *vas enacted by the
Word of the foundation's
The focus of all thk attention is a General Assernbly on orders from the Boy and Girl Scoutsis
responsi- suggested
-- list of 58 statements of what Ken- the Kentucky Supreme Court, there ble group membership.
language and it still
would insist KERA is the most evil
tucky students should know and be
were no basic education standards a. " One of the chief critics of the thing ever
to happen to Kentucky.
able to perform under the Kentucky sixth grader in Inez, and a sixth
revised-standards last week is the
1990
Education Reform Act of
It
isn't
ad
most thoughtful Kengrader in-Prospect were expected to Family Foundation of Lexington,
tucky parents know that
(1(EgA)meet.
'which presented its' own set of
The original list became a hot
Betweenalio_extrcanes of those
r
Then when ed_ycators began set- standards that-indeed - is more- target for.KERA opponents and ting down on paper what those
who think it is irrelevant to memorspecific.
, even Education Comissioner Tho- standards will be in the future,being
ize important hisiorical dates and
An example: On the subject of those who want to lay down
mas Boysen conceded many of the educators they tended to put things
a
writing, the state's version says
statements were too' vague.
in in educatorese_ that can boggle students should be able "to write curriculum so specific that no variation — or imagination — iSallowed.
Thus the state board ordered a the mind ofeven the mostjaded and
using appropriate forms, conven- lies a set of basic academic stanand
developed
stmdards
of
new
set
parents.
scare
the
daylights
but
of
By TOM RAUM
tions and .styles to communicate
Associated Press Writer.
they are more -specific and less already concerned at the radical ideas.- and 'information to various dards that every Kentucky student
should master before leaving
confusing thaiithe original list. Last changes in how their local schools
WASHINGTON (AP) — First that was G-5. And -G-6. Then
audiences for different purposes.",
wool.
however, at a public hearing operate.
Week,
there was G-7. Now there is G-7 Plus One. But it really will-be a
The Family Foundation prçpgses sctlt on't-please thosezabsotutely
standards, critics - Enter those whose sole purpose is
revised
the
on
whiz,
meeting of nine leaders. Gee
where dries it all end?
cdraplain they_stilL to undermine completely and repeal that studgns -should "possess a' crieelitg
political
or
atc
.bec
because
iida.us
to de
ofsatrpo
oyixim
erm
iwirl
why can't ec000mic summit partners- get their arithmetic':, Continued to -enough..
knowledge of the formal process of
specific
aren't
KERA
altogether
and
thef-have
_ right?
rig
writing, including penmanship, but there's no way the statct_boatd____
And the critics got a strong ally, succeeded in many cases at playing
The
The,Group of Seven nitions Celebrate the 20th anniversary of_
gramwiar,syntax,Itmcture can please those critics
-spelling,
anyway.
when the Kentucky,School Boards on parents' fears. Some of the more
their annual summit meetings.this weekend...in Naples, Italy.
,
diction."
and
Association agreed that the revised, radical critics point to sucrstanIn the end,, the- board Members
"We have shown that bit by bit, year by'year, the decisions -In eict, both say exactly the same
statements still are toe tizzy and dards as one requiring students tci
need-only consider what-they would
made at these 0-7-meetings can change the world," President Clin
thing
erioagit oft • bask .show ruavuubible glow member-- 'don't
want filch uwii LbildfLii to learn and
ton declared Tuesday a le- embarked ,on a to-id-natal-Eat-veil'
.
at'ademics.
As a writer With so-so penman- 'accpmpliSh in school and set that
ship as proof-ICERA is some scirtof
trip that includes the July 8-10 economic .summit. ship,'ä notorious problem spelling standard foiidl reritacky students.
Part of the problem ftere is that socialiat ptOt.
Not everyone 'agrees.
"I don't kritow that they ever accomplished anything,- groused
*PlOrida-econamist Michael K. Evans.
.. For the record, the 0-7
or Group of Seven.— comprises the
world's seven larseg industrial democracies: the United State.S,-Japan,..Germany, _Britain„ France, Canada and Italy.
In the early years, the gatherings provided an important forum
for the West to demonstrate a solidfront against the Soviet empire.
Oftentimes economics took a back seat_to Major East-West political
issues.
But that was then and this is now.
Even Russian President Boris Yeltsin has been given a seat at the
summit table this year —although not quire the full membership
Moscow hid _wanted. Thus, it has become G-7 Plus One.
But how can Russia be given a seat at the table and not China?
Or India?
China, while not a democracy, is an-exporting giant that has
become the world's third-largest economy — behind only the
United States and Japan. And by the end of the decade, its economy could surpass Japan's.
And what about India? Its economy is growing rapidly. And,
unlike China, India is a democracy
the world's largest.
AFt?--•• ..;.zw
In our own hemisphere, Mexico, the third-largest U.S. trading
•
partner, is coming into its own as a world trading power. And in
,
Eastern Europe, Poland is taking its place a,mong industrialized
-,
nations of the world.
•••'
Robert D. Hormats, vice chairman of Goldman Sachs InternaNESE/4(.0'i
tional, says it's time to expand the Group of Seven to recognize the
WARRNNIT
growth of these and other economies.
•%4
S, IN TME. •
He proposes that both Russia and China be made associate memN'aaa
bers for next -year's summit in Canada and that perhaps a half
dozen or so other important emerging economic powers be added in
due course.
I
"It would involve'countries from all over," said Hormats, who
helped prepare eight economic summits as a presidential adviser in
Republican administrations.
M. the first meeting of what is -now known .as the Group pf
•
Seven, in .1975 at France's Chateau de-Rambouillet, only six
nations were invited. Canada wasn't included. It came in the next
year. That would make the initial group G-6.
Except no one called it that then.
But there was the G-5. The "G" designation is part of a rating
WASHINGTON (AP), —
4 that direction. Harriet Woods,
system developed by the International Monetary Fund.(0-2 is the
Proud about being appointed
president of the National
POLITICAL
NEWS
ANALYSIS
United States and Japan, for example.)
President Clinton's budget direcWomen's Political Caucus, calls
The 0-5 were the countries with major currencies — the United
tor, Alice Rivlin made the kind of
delivery on that promise
his
States, Britain, France, Germany and Japan. And 0-5 meetings
overstatement in words that this
"astonishing."
referred to meetings ofthe finance ministers and central bankers of
careful economist would never
More than 31 percent of Clinthose nations. Canada and Italy sat on the sidelines for such meetmake with numbers.
appointments to jobs requirton's
ings until the mid-1980s when they were added and the group
She said she was pleased to be
ing Senate confirmation have
became G-7.
Associated Press writer
the first woman nominated to
gone to women. That compares
But 0-7 still referred to meetings of finance ministers and centrhead the Office of Management
with 20 percent for George Bush,
al bankers until then-President George Bush in 1989 began referand Budget. She said she antici- first arrived in 1916. Today,
Until 20-years ago, no woman
12 percent for Ronald Reagan
ring to the overall yearly summits as "0-7 meetings." Somehow,
pated someday having her por- about 11 percent of the House
was
elected
governor
of
any
state
and
18 percent for Jimmy Carter.
the term stuck.
trait hanging in the OMB cOnfer- and 7 percent of the Senate are
in her own right. Thirty-eight
Clinton's record of appointing
Except that since.1978 there actually have been eight representaence room alongside the pictures
women.
states have never elected a
women to the courts is singular.
tives at the table. The leader of the 12-nation European Union comof all those Male budget
Until 1978, when Nancy Landwoman governor. Texas is the As of late May, he had nominated
mission is also a member.
directors.
on Kassebaum of Kansas took her
only state to elect more than one. 30 women out of a total of 91
Sometimes, the European Union gets two representatives: when
Then she went too far:,"Fortuseat, no woman had ever been
Across the nation women at no judgeships. This compared with
the rotating union president(a separate post) comes from a country
nately we're running out of elected to the Senate in her own
time have held more than 20 per- six out of 64 for Bush, four out
that is not otherwise a member of the Group of Seven. This first
firsts" for women.
right — that is without having
cent of elective posts. Seven of 66 for Reagan and three of 41
occurred in 1980, with Belgium.
Not so fast, Ms. Rivlin. There
been preceded by her husband.
states — Maine, New Hampshire, for Carter. Of course, Clinton
Confused?
are lots of portrait-lined corridors
years,
the
'Alaska,
Georgia, Maryland, gets to draw from a wider field of
recent
until
Even
Hormats says the core group of seven nations should remain —
of power left in Washington ffom
North Carolina and West Virginia seasoned female lawyers than his
surest way for a woman to get to
and other nations just be added as associate members.
which no female face looks
Congress was to be the widow of — have never elected women to predecessors had available.
"Is it awkward? Yeah. ft's not perfect," he said, but added:
down. '
" Ruth Mandel, director of the
statewide office.
a representative or senator.
"The 0-7 will still be the central institution of the industrialized
President Clinton has been
And Alaska, Delaware, Iowa, Center for the American Woman
It was also helpful to promise
democracies.... Even though there are fewer Cold War issues, there
chipping away at that state of
New Hampshire, and Pblitics at Rutgers UniversiMississippi,
that
is
to
are still a lot of issues like North Korea and Bosnia and Rwanda
to - be a seat-warmer,
affairs with appointments such as
appointment with the Vermont, Wisconsin and Wyom- ty, says the barriers to -women
that they will talk about. There is no .shortage of crises."
take
an
yours and that of Laura D'Andrea
promise of not running when the ing have never sent a woman to may appear to fall sloarly, -but
Tyson as chairman of the Council
from her perspective change has
legislator's term expired. The Congress.
late
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum covers the White House for
of Economic Advisers — two
been fast.
campaigned
on
a
Clinton, who
first female senator, appointed to
The Associated Press.
previously male-only positions.
"In my childhood, I could
late husband's seat, promise to give the country a
fill
her
No woman has served as secpoint
to two or- three women —
served for exactly one day before government that "looks like
retary of defense, the interior,
Margaret Chase Smith (a Repuhis — and her — tehn ended. America." .has been moving in
agriculture or veterans affairs.
blican senator from Maine) and
Since "Franklin D. Roosevelt
Eleanor Roosevelt — who had
:PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
installed social reformer Frances
national visibility," she said.
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
Perkins as secretary of labor in
"When
I think of what's hapReaders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1933 (a post she held for 12
pened in -the last 20 years, the.
letters to the editor. We
"Perspective"
page
by
writing
opinions
on
our
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington* D.C. 20515
years), fewer than 20 women
speed is stunning."
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the fol502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
have sat in the Cabinet.
Ms. Mandel predicts the coun,writer, with the
leatera
must
be
the
lowing
guidelines:
all
signed
by
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
As recently as 20 years and
try will see a female president
verification is
number
included
in
case
writer's
address
and
telephone
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
five presidents ago, when Richard
within 20 years. Rep. Marjorie
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
2024714-4343 (Washington)
M. Nixon held office, a president
Margolies-Mezvinsky, D-Pa.,
typewriuen
and
double500
words.
Letters
should
be
more
than
be
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
could get away with an all-male
says
it will happen even sooner
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C: 10510
cabinet.
— as soon as 2012. Ms. Woods
writers.
to
limit
frequent
and
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
Through U.S. history, 11,377
guesses that a woman will .be
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Whiselseitse Comment Lime
people have sat in Congress; 163
nominated, if not elected, as early
Murray,
KY
42071.
Times,
P.O.
Box
1040,
&
,1-202.4
r56.111.
0
of them have been women. The
as the year 2000.
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Todd Duvall
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Palestine Bible School Saturday
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a One Day Bible
School on Saturday, Ju1y'9, from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. This will be
for children, ages 3 to 15. A cookout will be held at the close of the
school to which the parents of the children are welcome to attend:-

Barnett family reunion July 16
The family of John and Pocahontus Barnett will have a reunion on
Saturday, July 16, at the Hazel Community Center. The hours will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A basket dinner will be served. All family and
friends are invited.

Holland reunion on July 16
The Holland family reunion will be Saturday, July 16, from 1 to 4
p.m. at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Dinner will be
served at Seven Seas at 5 p.m. This reunion it for all descendants of
Daniel Holland.Maiy Holland Lancaster of Qak Ridge, Tenn., Thomas Richard Holland of Barlesvillea Okla., and Robert Bruce Holland
qf. Phoenix. Ariz.; have been instrumental, in gathering Holland
genealOgylnformation and getting-members of the Holland clan
together."They plan to be at the reunion on July 16.For more information contact Mary Holland Goodwin at- 753-7817 or Prentice Holland
at 753-7259.
_
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Mr. and Mrs. James Buckley Walker

Mr. and giri. Buckley Walker rian Church, Mayfield.
were honored at several events
Office employees of West
prior to their May wedding. Mrs. Kentucky Rural Electric hosted a
Walker is the former Barbara luncheon at Patti's Restaurant.
Jane Reed.
Grand Rivers.
The bride's parents, Mr. and
A bridal tea at the Mayfield
Mrs. Bobby G. Reed, hosted an
home of Mi. and Mrs. Cliff Cope
engagement party at First Prewas given by Mayfield Band
sbyterian Church, Mayfield.
Boosters, Sany Cope, Manhelen
A bridal tea was given by TriLookofsky and' Jane McManus;
_.
na Campbell, Sherri O'Neal,
A barbeque was at the Suns'
Janice Whitlock, Jeannie Byrd
home in Mayfield givejl_by Bob
and Amy Burkeen at Cayce
and Jenny Sims, Rodney. .and
United Methodist Church.
Leslie Terry,-and Bob and Nora
Sharon lfoward -and Anita
Veazey.' WeathGrly hosted a Spice and
Linda Reed and Mandy RickRecipe Shower at the home of
man
were hostesses for a person-.
Mr. and Mn. Howard J. Howard
al shower.
of Mayfield. Mrs. Dan Garrott hosted a briMtL - Florida -Reed hosted a
dal luncheon- atTher home in
Bath and Linen Shower.
Mayfield.
The bride hosted a bridesmaidA wedding shower, hosted by
luncheon- at Happy House.
Charlene' Brewer and Dulce Crawford, was at the Brewer_
The groom's parents were
home in Mayfield.
hosts for the rehearsal dinner_
An Old Fashiened Pounding
held in the Fellowship Hall of
party .was., hosted by lenity Sims
Preahyter_ian
and 'Iola Jones it First PresbyteChurch.
•

•

Reed-Walker wedding
at Presbyterian church Shedd schedules clinic

Barbara Jane Reed and James Buckley Walker were married Satiii- ' The -Shedd Dyslexia Foundabeen set up to help parents in the
day, May 21; at 3 p.m. at First -Presbyterian Church„.-Mayfield,
on of Mayfield • will offer a -identification Of their childs
Parents ot thPeciitple are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. Reed of Mayfield
Screening Clirtic on Saturday, problems. If a vutient qualifies;
and Mr. and Mr-S. J. Larry Walker of Fulton.
July 23, to help with reading and- lased sq ..the-screening, theirThe Rev. Robert F. Veazey officiated at the Christian ceremony.
attention deficit disorder (ADD) -or sheAvould be eligible for p 0-__"
Music was provided by ienany Sims, pianist, Janice Whitlock, organcipation in a program. in their
MHS Class of 1985 plans reunion
programs.
ist, and- Nabbs Waller, sasophonist. Vocal solos were by
Heather
,
area. •
-1
Byrd
Students - with dyslexia and
Murray High School Class of 1985 will hold its 10-year reuniOn on
and the father of the groom.
„ To set up an appointment_ forADD
brightchildren.
They
are
'SatatiLiyjiay 27, 199
ory_satin, handbeing collected now. Please send your current address and telephone
beaded with Seed pearls ow-French -Alencon lace 'designed with a
affect their reading or -or write-Miss Debbie, _Taylor,
number to Alicia Nunnally Longust, 6 Chamberlin Court, Belleville,
basque bodice. The-gown
drop waist line, a sweetheart neckline,- '--C
Admissions'
Office,
-orn
—
pfbhension.
However, this is
IL 62223. Parents who have children that were members of the MHS
and leg-o-mutton slaves. Her bouffant skirt was edged in matching
1-502-247-8007,
at
Shedd
Dysnot
their
whole
problem.
'
T Class of:1985 are asked to-pass the news on or forward the student's
-lace extending to a chapel train. She Wore a heavily beaded tiaia4leadlexia Foundation, 346_ Central
They
often
have
problems
with
address to Mrs., Longust.
piece attached to a fingertip veil of imported silk illusion edged in
Ave. P.O. Box_ 493, 'Mayfield,
_being organized, paying attention
pearls with scattered lace motifs..She carried a -colonial-bouquet of
Singles (SOS) plans dance Saturday
and concentrating. Spelling and _Ky. 42066..-Limited scholarship is
'white roses;- gadenias and English- ivy:- -writing •akifls are - weak. Same -available: Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a summer dance
Miss Linda Reedof Mayfield sister of the bride, was maid of honhue trouble with reversing -leton Saturday. July 9 froin_130 to 11:30 p.nl. at Currie Center,. Murray -vr, -and- Mrs. Nora Veazey:'-arto of Mayfield, was matron of honor.
ters and numbers. Some are overState University. Admission will be $4 Per person. All singles areThey were tea-length two piece suits, with peplum jackets of ivory
and distractible. Someactive
invited to attend. The SOS is a support and social group for -singles of
brocade,'and 'carried-bouquets of yellow alsmer roses; buttercup pants,
times
they
are inconsistent, One
all ages, whether separated, divorced, widowed or always single. For
yellow-alstroemeria fillies and English ivy.
minute_
they
are doing well, and
more information -call Jeanne at753-0224 or Linda at 437-4414.
Rower girls were Wathers Veazey, daughter.of the Rev. and Mrs.
then they forget.
-Robert Veazey of Mayfield, and Miss Alyssa Terry, daughter of Mr.
Need Line needs pantry items
The foundation offers tutoring
and Mrs. Rodney Terry of Lowes. They wore ivory brocade high
programs in different communiNeed Line is in need of items to help prepare food sacks for clients.
waisted dresses with lace cellars and carried small bouquets of white
ties.
In the programs, one parent
Kathie Gentry, executive-director, said items needed include unexLook for some
oases matching the bride's.
becomes involved by helping
tuna
or
salfruits,
meats,
pired baby food and baby formula, canned
.; The groom wore a tuxedo with a notch tail eoat in black and an
changes.
upcoming
tutorahe students. Classes include
mon, rice, and powdered milk. These may be taken to the Need Line
ivory brocade vest and bow tie. His boutonniere was a white rose.
1-1
reading;
social skills training
Dixieland Center-. Murray
office on lower floor of Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4
Best man was the father of the groom. Matt bardner of Cayce, couand a listening skills class.
753-4821
p.m., Monday - through Friday. For information call 753-NEED.
sin of the groom, was groomsman. Ushers Were Jim Mullins of FarThe first step is to identify the
mington, Steven 9'N,eal of Cayce, and Shane Whitlock _el'Clinton- problem. A Screening Clinic has
Family information needed
Ringbearer was Scott O'Neal, son of Mr. and Mrs. Steven O'Neal of
Mrs. Sam Gourley is seeking information on the A. and lane HenCayce, riepheiw of the groom.
drix family. They were in the 1850 Graves County, Ky., census with
The men attendants wore tuicedOes with black bow ties and cumthese children: Issac; Eliz, Nancy, Fiances, Mary, James, Andrew and .merbunds and yellow rose boutonnieres.- for 1 our Convenience Now OffersAlthia. The question has been asked: Was Jane Hendrix madian name
Attending the guest register was Sherri O'Neal of Cayce, sister of
Dick, the-daughter of James and Margaret Boyd Dick? Any one havthe groorh. Wedding coordinator was Mrs. Martha Waller of Mayfield.
ing any information concerning this family is asked to contact Mrs.
Following the ceremony, a garden reception was held at the country
Sam Gourley, Rt. 1, Box 171, Cunningham, Ky. 42035.
home of Mr. and Mrs. David M. Morrill at Lowes. Hosting the recepDaily Monday-Friday
tion were the MOffillS and Mr. and Mrs. Rick Boggess, all of
Design Cover Contest planned
Ship Weekly & Save Money
Mayfield.
cona
sponsoring
'UPS
again
once
Club
is
Booster
Athletic
Murray
The
The • four-tiered wedding cake, decorated with ivory icing in ,a
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
the Murray High School athletic program cover.
test for the design
753-2380
basket weave pattern, was topped with yellow' alsmer roses and • Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
There will be a prize of a $50 savings bond for the winning entry.
greenery.
, Artwork Should be submitted by Friday, July 15, to the Murray Board
Servers included Miss Amanda Rickman of Mayfield and Mrs. Kim
of Education office in the Carter Building on South 13th Street, Futrell-Hamby of Murray, both cousins of the bride, Miss Erin GardMurray.
ner of Cayce, cousin of the groom, and Mrs. Leslie Terry of Lowes.
After a honeymoon Neekentrat Lake Barkley LOlge-,-thetouple is
----. 'Softball _Tournairlattt -on*- Jtily- 16
residing at 1139 Wilford St., Mayfield. The bride is employed with
Men's Open Softball Tournament will be held Saturday, July, 16.
West Kentucky Rural Electric, and the groom is employed with MayFor more information call -Jamie Phillips at 437-4328.
Meld Independent School System.
Williams Chapel Church of Christ -Highway 94 west Of- Lynn
Grove, is holding a gospel meeting througN,Friday„ July- 8-Kenneth
Jarrett, currently !Piing in Clarksburg, Tenn., is the-speaker for ser!to ittend.
vices at 7:30 p.m, each night. The public is invited
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Golf Tournament date changed'
The Men's Invitational Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club will
be held July 16 and 17 instead of July 23 and 24. Persons may pick up
entry forms for this limited field tournament at the Oaks Pro Shop.
For information call 753-6454.

Senior Citizens plan activities
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens have activities planned this week.
Wednesday events will be Exercise Class at 9 a.m. and Pinochle play
at 1 p.m. Janet Pollack will speak about "Benefits Counseling",at 10
a.m. Thursday and an educational film on the beauty of America will
be shown at 11 a.m. Country breakfast will be served aT1130 a.m. and
exercise class will be at 9 a.m. 00 Friday. Senior Citizens is an agency
of United Way.

Edmonson boy is born
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Dwain
Edmonson of Rt. 5, Box 416,
Murray, are the parents son,
Cody Wayne Edmonson, born on
Friday, June 24, at 12:44 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
13 ounces and measured 18%
inches. The mother is the former
Cynthia Dawn Simmons.
Grandparents are Cathy Den-

coun,sident
irjorie

Miss Your Paper?
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Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
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. Allison Can
bride-elect of
Evan Beck
has made her gift selecti
from
•
Pler l's
Bridal Registry

A cabaret style musical revue from downhome country to high-energy rock-n-roll.
Bursting with glamorous showtunes and non-stop entertainment the whole family will enjoy.
41%,
,11.
114.221111V

1212z,
41

c

Las Vegas and TV Comedy Star
"Inventive... Extremely Funny... Lightening Quick Wit...*
SJF34:s wtiziaatis 3:45Forya 8c 6:4.5,3/72
Siecztira cf boot;rilcis ort 3Forra
6F•tan
' Acirratotaicara $10.95 Fodor piaei-swri

Located adjacent to rPlcryers Riverboat Hotel
cri Mforlr Griffin's Lorriclirscf ira Mortrcalcscoliss. ZlIiraaIa
For ticicootas cc:11 4900-933-13079

Amseigas Sim 1116

lir

Ross Insurance Agency

.1%4e v- criff1.7-2 771-2e

120511 Chestnut'753.1051

-

Paper
will be
delivered
that evening!

bow of Henderson, Tenn., Sammy Simmons of Paris, Tenn., and
Evelyne and Albert Edmonson of
New Concord. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Imogene
Kimbro.
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Ntichael Arnett

Arnett gets
Circle Five
scholarship
.

•

•
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Michael Arnett, a 1994 gradu- •
ate of Calloway- County High
School,- has been awarded a, 5500
scholarship by Circle Five CoMniunity Resource Corporation
(CRC), a Subsidiary of Quinco
Mental 'Health Center, Bolivar,
Tenn.
Arnett is the son of Ronnie
-Arnett and Stephen Blevins of
Murray. He plans to attend Mur„ray State University where he
-will major in Pre-med. He plans
to specialize_ in adolescent -pediatrics.
The 'CRC awards 10 scholarships each spring to students in Chester, Decatur -....Hardeman,
Hardin and MeNairy counties
Tennessee as 'well as ,one to a
graduating Sun ur daughtvr of a
Quinco. or HSItsmployee.
Recipierts of:the scholarships
riiiist-plan to enroll in an teem-%
dited college or university and
Pursue a course of studA.1111--;a:'
.
behavioral or health
CRC is a private., non-profit •
.rganization which provides
imancial support to Quinco Community Mental Health Center and
Health Service Initiatives, Inc.
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.HOSPITAL'REPORT
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, July
I, have been released as follows:
Dismissals
Anthony 11 Clayton, Rt. 1, Box 286,
Henry,. Tenn.; Mrs. Janice L. Morris,
1907 Coldwater Rd., Murray; Bobby
Stubblefield, Flt. 4, Box 730, Murray:.
. Mrs. Tina M. Francis Cunningham
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 746, Dexter;
.Mrs. Lois An Conrad and baby girl,
Rt. 3, Box 113-A, Camden, Tenn.;
Ms. Penny 11 Duncan and baby
boy, 9471 Hwy. 62, Benton; Mrs. Brandi Lee-Ann Holt and baby girl, HCR 75
Box 2430, Neiv Concord;
Mrs. Deba Dawn Ray and baby boy,
Rt. 3, Box 178, Mayfield; Ms. Ruby
Pauline Griffey, 3 Yoakum Circle, • -Hopkinpille;
Mrs. Neva Faye Champion, 905
South Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Kristy
Denise Ouinlin Brown, Rt. 4, Box 695,
Murray; R.C. Scott, Rt. 7, Box 698,
Murray;
Mrs. Maynie -Johnson, , 218 South
12th St., Murray; Mosco D. Bridges,
2375 Old trover Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Kelly
.Mr Daniel, 308 North l'Oth St., Murray;Mrs. Carnell C. Gruggs, At. 2, Box
273, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Frances L.
Boyd, 504 Whitnell, Murray; Baby girl
Farmer, 612 La Foillette Dr., Murray.
• •.
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, July. 2, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Dunlap baby girl, parents. Tracy and
Brent, 304 North Fourth St:, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Gracian N. Alexander, Rt. 1,
Box 17-B, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Kala
Rene Thompson, Rt. 7, Box 674,
Murray;
Mrs. Kimberly Bradley and baby girr,
At. 8, Box 103A, Benton; Mrs. Jody..
Gardner and baby boy, Rt. 7, Box 369
Murray;
Mrs. Karen Larson, Rt. -1, Box 181B,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs. Shirley
Wilson, 478 Rudolph Rd:, Hardin;
Miss Crystal R. Holder, 1031 St. Tw.
Rd., Grand Rivers; Mrs. Lillian Gilbert,
-105 North 17th St., Murray;
Miss Melissa M_ Jones, 1106 Olive
St., Murray; Mrs. Maybelle Jones, At.
2, Box 218, Hazel; Mrs. Willie Lee
Foster, Murray Manor GI, Murray;
Mrs. Beatrice May, At. 3. Box 2828,
Murray; Willie Tharpe Jr., 1116 E.
Eighth St., Apt. 7, Metropolis, Ill.;
Anthony Volpintesta, 811 Doran Rd.,
Murray.
Expiration
- Mrs Pauline E. Cobb, 1706 Magnolia, Murray.
• •S •
,
e
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, July
3, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hill baby girl, parants. Melinda and
Gregory, At - 1, Box 215, Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa Hays and baby boy. Rt. 6,
Box 338 G., Murray; Mrs Elizabeth
.
Smith, 820 South Fourth St., Murray.
Mrs. Maudie Kendall, Rt. 2, Box
254, Murray; Mrs. Polly D. BrandonT
At. 4, Box 205, Murray; Mrs. Clara
Phillips, Rt. 2, Box 120 E, Buchanan,
Tenn.
• • •
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$499
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9

$§99

CHEESE...Lg.
DZ.
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CHICKEN

$199
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PEVS OF THE WEEK -These four animals are available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top,"Pixie," a-female long
haired grey and black Tabby
kitten; "Cayce," a' female
blonde "Benji-liker terrier;
"Tabby," a--female black and
grey and white Tabby cat; and
"Ruffles," a spayed female Lha--•sa Apse. Hours of the shelter,
open to the public, are 1 to 4:45
p.m. Monday, Thursday and
Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday,
1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and
closed Sunday. Humane Society
is a United Way agency. For
information call 759-4141. -

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met
Tuesday, June 14, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall, Coldwater
Road, Murray.
Officers serving for the meeting were the following:
Ruby Byers, worthy matron;
Roy Clark, worthy patron; Lana
Lay, associate matron; Carmel
Byers, 'associate patron; Maxine
Kaiser, sectetary; Twila Coleman, treasurer; Florence Rogers,
conductress; Dolly 'lark, associate conductress;
Dorothy Bazzell, chaplain;
Cholotte Wilson, marshal! protern; Betty Noble, Adah; Sybil
Lasater, Ruthy; Lana White,
Esther; Eva Alexander, Martha;
June Crider, Elects; Hardin
Alderdice, warder; Enoch Kaiser,
sentinel.
Other members present were
Frances Churchill, Mildred Bell
and Bob Bazzell.
A mock initiation was held.
Plans were made for Friendship
Night on Friday, July 15. A potluck supper will be served at 6:30
p.m.
The next stated meeting will be
Tuesday, July 12, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall.

VOLUNTEER
1-800-LUNG-USA
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McCuiston wins honor

•
4
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Francie McCiiiston, 14-yearold daughter of Kent and Karen
McCuiston of West Paducah, Was
awarded first place in the Prepared Public Speaking Contest of
Kentucky Future Farmers of
America on June 9.
The cowl was held at the Galt
,House, Louisville, and freatured
The top FFA speakers from each
of the 10 regions of Kentucky.
Each finalist prepared a six to
eight minute speech and spoke on
a topic of geneiTh agriculture
nature, then answered questions
about their subject for five
minutes as a part of their
evaluation.
Also evaluated were .voice,
stage presence, power of expression, content of speech, ctmposititan speech, and general effect.
McCuiston's speech entitled
"Biotech Trek" explained the
advancements of biotechnol y
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"Richard ftobinson from Murray High School has been selected 'for 1994
Kentucky Lions All-State Band.

Scott family.
holds reunion

Robinson is selected
as state band member
•

Franck McCuistoo
as they relate to the artiscience
field.
She will represent- Kentucky at
the Mid-South Fair at Memphis,
Tenn., in Septemlier and travel to
Kansas City in November for the
National FFA Finals Speaking
Copteit.
Her grandparents are W.D. and
Frances McCui§lon of Rt. 4,
Murray, and Lou McGary and the
late Learon McGary of 1308
Overby, Murray.

'The,Scott family reunion Was
held Sunday, June 19, at the Old
Courthouse Pavilion in MurrayCalloway County Park.
A potluck lunch was senied at

Richara'Rohinsiiiir from Murray-.. as welt;
High Seliool haS,been selected as • Consequ-sply. *- ening-icy Lions
.
-.yrie of the 65 participants in the _All-State band members serve-as ._
19* Kentucky Lions Ali-State apbassadofs- for their schools,
- their comrriiinities, and for the •
.-190-4 band will participate state of Kentucky.. Support for

12:30 p.m. _.
• Present were the 'font:ming:
Earl Scott, Willie
Sto-u,
lames P., Bobby Scott, -Edna

ir

Dakota, Blue Potter

•

• Mr. and Mrs. Todd Phiffipi

Wes dding vows said
Christine armode and Todd -Phillips were married on Monday,
_
June 27, at Las Yegas,'Nev..• The bride is the daughter of Carol Canpode qf Murray and Ralph
Carmode of Jacksonville, Ala.
The &Loom is the son Of MT: and Mrs. Bruce Phiiltips of Benton.
V$gas, the bridal couple is now residing
After a-honeymoon in
..... ., .
_• - ,
; _. .•
at Benton:
.. Attending _the-ceremony'in Las Vegas were Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
"Plilllip
-s, Ralph Carmode, Cathy Carniode_Lim, sister of the bride who
fle/A in from San.-Itineisco, Calif., and Todd's uncle from Los
...--._
Angeles.
• A.

Las

-Scat
Johnny-Scott
band ts 'pro
and children, Mr. and Mrs..
Lions or Lioness Club
and. parade- ,on July 12 in
Frankie Scott and children, Mr.
Phoenix, Ariz. Prior to departule- in hisll*r own comnaunity.
-and ilkirs. 'Vernon Scott.
--rhoenix-; the hand NW' I partici- --- The 1994 Kentucky Lions AIL-.
_ Mr. and Mrs. Jerry'_. Scott-atd
• tine in • Preconvention Camp at , State Band will be directed by
Lake, Mr. and Mrs. Leland
David Caldwell; director of HO; -- -Dakota' Blui Potter,' son of
'Murray State University this
'Thursday, July 7WednesdaY July 6 Peeler,. Randy ail Regina, Virgi-'
xeck:
derson Senior High School Band-,--Becky and Mike Potter of •Niew
.
North Callo_way. Elemen.tary School
Bible Study and ShariN Group of
In addition to their_ participa- and Danny Davis, director of Concord. celebrated his "Ifirsr--iiia Chandler, Douglas Shaw and South Pleasant Orove•United Method1)
Siffi
tes-/bsas
ched
ooi.Dacision Making Council/5
Brenda,-Orlen Underhill, Mr. and 1st Church/7 p.m,
lt•if its the convention activities - Marshall County.. High- School -birthday- on Thursday June - 30.
•
Mrs. Buddy -Underhill,
Health _Express of, Murray-ttailowAy
-Health Express of AAurray-Calloway
parade,,the band's dine will -Band. ,
The celebration was held at the
'',
----..ly/12:30-3
-County Hotpital/Dees !lank orHazel/
County Hospital/Piggly Wigg
Carl
Junior
„.Mr.
and
Mrs.
...14,..ne4illed with touring, sightsce- ----- Some 20,000 Lions, along with
home of his great-gcanciparents,
8:30-11:30 a.m.; Wisehart Grocery at
*Thnes:".. Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D. p.m..
ing;• and participatiorin edpea- their_ families,'and guests from
Mr. and Mi.;. Ottis Hurt.
Midway/1-3 p.m.
Weaks-Vrinter/open 9 a.m.-4 pm/for
OakOakley,
Mr.
and
WS.
Jessie
. :_tional and recreasipnal activities, throughout the world are
"Batman" was the theme of the
_
German'Shepherd Dog Club of Westsenior citizens' activities.
ley,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Mitchu..priar to retUrriing to the pre- expected to attend and participate 'birthday party.
ern Kentucky/7:30. p.m./Calloway
-Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
- _-__
son, Mr. and Mrs. James 'A. senior citizens' activities. County Public library, Info/436-2858.
convention _site on July 17.
in the pth international`C-onven=. • Also attending were his
Board of Calloway County Public -Murray Women of the Moose Board
Dixon, and, Mr. and Mrs. Mark
To De 'selected for the band, a
tioa. Theke Lions will be repre- 0- brother, Michael - Potter, his
-rneetinga p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
rary/ .
p.m.
high school band student msut be -scnting the 1.41 million Lions-m--- girdparcats,
Mr, and Mrs. Gre- =Williams and son.
Center study/7 ' Second .County Wide Youth
Christian
New
Life
The family planned another p.m./1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.
- nominated by his/her band direct . from, 18l.- countries.and gcogra- gory Ferguson and Jo Ann HitFellowship/6-9 p.m./Universi Christreunion for -June 20, third Sun- Gontniunity Baptist Church events
tor not only -as an 'outstanding
phical districts throughout the -gibs, and aunts, andel—and
ian Student Center. "
day, in 1995.
Greater Hope Baptist Church'
events
inctud.a prayer meeting/6
musician but as a quality citizen
world.
cousins.

First
-is celebrated

•
•—•,••••11•

World of Sound
32 years in business speaks loud and clear. Don't be misled by
short timers in business. We se or less because of our low
overhead.
Car & home stereos by: Pioneer, JVC,MIX.Infinity, Kenwood.
Cerwin Vega, Orion, Sentrek. Panasonic, Sanyo plus more.
We can special order any namebrand merchandise and save you money.
Folks, be a wise buyer - SHOP AND COMPARE
Professional Installation On Car Stereos ,
222 S. 12th • Murray • 753-5865 • MC/Visa

B
•

N•
o

•

• 11 Carnes — $100 Each
• 51,300 Jackpot — (58) Number Call
Inc Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
• Letter 11" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2,200!
(Consolation Prize - $100)
• :t Special C;ime•••• — Double llinw) pays 60',, 751.: and 90',

National Guard Armory
Ilwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

GOSPEL MEETING
Sunday, July 3

CALENDAR

The Rationale of Good Defense
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
K J 108
V K 97 5
•A-106.

+J4-- EAST
43

WgST

4 76 4 J3

-

•Q 5 2
4,KQ-985

V Q62
•J 98 4 3

+7632

S01.111H
•AQ952
VA1084
•

Sponsored by Alorray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
s2,200 Letter H Jackpot!!!

•••

••••••';'-o•

'

- The bidding:
South West
1+
Pass6*

North .East
3+
Pass

Opening lead — king of clubs.
.24,ost hands can be played to best
advantage by allowing generally
accepted principlax of play". This

applies equally Oi the declarer and
the defenders. Out all general rules
have their exceptions,and the skilled
card player is ever on the alert for
them.
Take this case where the violation of an almost sacred defensive
principle is necessary to bring about
defeat ofthe contract. South'is in six
spades and West leads the king of
-elubs. Declarer seesthatrinless he is

exceptionally lucky he is headed for
defeat, since he has a certain club
loser and a likely heart loser.
The best chance of making the

contract seems to lie in eliminating
the.minor suits from both hands.So
South wins the ace of clubs,draws
trumps, cashes the king and ace of
diamonds and ruffs the ten.Then he
leads the ten of clubs.
West takes the queen, but must
now find th,,e right return to defeat
thecontract.Fortunately,he already
has learned a -great deal about the
composition of declarer's,hand.
West knows that South started
with exactly five' spadeir and two
diamonds and also, by inference,
two clubs(with the jack in dummy,.
-declarer would not have led the ten
unless it was his only -remaining
club). West can therefore place declarer with four hearts. He likewise
knows,from the bidding,that South
has the ace of harts.
He does not know, but must
assume,that declarer does not have
the queen of hearts. IfSouth has the
A-Q,there is no hope ofstopping the
slam. ,
Accordingly-, having credited
East with the queen of hearts, West
returns the nine of clubs. He is well
aware that this play gives declarer a
ruff and discard — a play that is
virtually taboo as a general proposition, but which in this case does not
helpdeclarer and so defeatstheslam.
Note that if Westleads thejack of
hearth instead, in order to avoid the
ruff-discard,declarer makesthecontract by putting up dummy's king
and finessing against East for the
queen.

-Center.
p.m./Dixieland Shoppintj
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible. Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m. Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting. and Young Peoples'
Class/610 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 _p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include business meeting/7 p.m:
Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary •Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church evepts
_
include Holy EucharisV5:15
Bible CIASSOS/i p.m./Glendale Road _
Church of Christ.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church' events
include Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's
Super Summer Studies, Youth Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45
p.m.; Missions Committee/7:30 p.m.;
Youth Counci1/7:38 p.m.; no Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Hummers Galore/1 p.m., Red
Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Nature Center;
Butter
Making/2
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden
Pond Visitor Center.

include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
First Christian Church events include
YAAC meeting/7 p.m.
Shiloh. General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening 4'rayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's ,Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Knights of Columbus meeting/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day OuV9 a.m. and 12.30
p.m.; Day Camp (ages _7-10)/9:30
a.m.; Campout in Fellowship Hall/7.
p.m.: Young Women's. Bible Study/8
p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St.-Info/JOari, 759-1345, -or --Richard, 759-9994.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizerv' activities.
Weeks Center/open & a.m.-p.m ./for

senior Citizens' activities. ,
Singles Friendship - of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building.
Paris. lnfo/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 ,p/.m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0-781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.M./Sirloin
Stockade:
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and
1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Meal Preparation/10
am.-noon, Tobacco Patch Work/10
a.m.; What's For Dinner?/12i30
e_ .plac_e_-185.0; Deer Up
Close/10 a.m., Eyes of the Night/1
p.m., Eagles Up ClOS1112 p.m., fled
Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Woodlands
Nature center.

Friday, July 8

Williams Chapel
Church of Christ

YVNITKP Current Investment Rates

'The Arts&
Humanities.

Lynn Grove, Ky.

Speaker:
TERMS

Brother
Kenneth
Jarrett

42-MONTH
30-MONTH
12-MONTH
9-MONTH
182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT

..
MINIMUM

'500

Current4, living in
Clarksburg, TN

,

Sunday Worship ... 10:00 a.m..

'500

AszA AUTO
RENTAI

'500

500

ANNUAL

Has been a gospel
preacher for 30 years.
Stately/ Bble Pais... 9:00a.m..

'500
.

There's something
in it for you.

PERCENTAGE

4.00%

4.50%

4.75%

• Daily 8. Weekly Rvnial,
• Clean, Dependable Car
• Call Us I or Rates

6.00%

5.50%

YIELD

Together It's Possible!

Sun.-Frl. Brining ... 7:30 p.m.

1300 Johnson Boulevard,

Holland Motor Sales

Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-759-9443

Member FDIC • Substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal

.

Last Main St.
LE

753-4461
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FOOD STORES

iid

vtonday,

d Ralph

r.

Benton.
residing

;. Bruce
ide who
om Los

-

-

ry School
Council/5

t.etalloway
orHazel/
3rocery at'

b of WestCalloway
436-2858.
se Board
ent/8 p.m.
D Youth
ity Christ,
ch 'events
:30 p.m.;
n. at Main

its include
• Church

.•

:11- events
5 p.m.
11 events
:45 a.m.;
sting/7:30

ts include
Ind 12!30
r-10)/9:30
lip Hall/7.
• Study/8

•

Grissom's

Bagels
ODay's

40 oz

Margarine

Rash Brown
Patties

2 p.m./for

Hillshire

•
White Castle

4_p.m./for

Pepperoni

800 North

Belieye

1345. or

I

MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES

Paris,

1 Building.
753-3580.
ieetings/8
, Benton.

p/m./St
h. Info/ -

$199
6 Ct

8?
2
—$
8 oz Pk.g

Milk House,

Shredded
Cheddar

$199

n1./Sirloin
on/Seven
is/10:30
of Christ.
Museum/
and 1:30
n open/9
3.
s events .
a.m. and
nd Visitor
ition/10
Work/10
r?/12„•30
)eer Up
e Night/1

mi., fled ----oodlands

Field Sliced

Partin Country

Bologna

Sausage

16 5¢ Pkg.

16 oz. Roll

39

f

r

$1

•

9r

'.
•(

Sales

Ad Effective
Wed., July
Thna
Tues., July 12, 1994

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 4096on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!
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Fields adds
Dee Gibson
as assistant

•—

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
'.:Dee Gibson, a former player at North
Caiaina-Charlotte and Wake Forest, has
been named assistant women's basketball
coach at Murray State' University, effective immediately.
•. Gibson comes to
the Lady Racers from
the University. of
k.labama-,
Birmineam, where
she served.one year as
a -graduate assistant
coach for the Blazers.:
At' Murray State,
• Gibson will serve as - EDDIE FIELDS
< the top-assistant coach
- JAE...second-year head coach Eddie Fields.
'She's young, she's enthusiastic, and
has both coached ...ad -played ,at some
exceptional, Winning programs," Fields
said. "She's going to bring a lot of experience in being a• player in the ACC, and in
the
- Metro, and as a coact in the -Great
• MiclAregt. She knows what it takes to Corn'-! 'nett at the Division I level." .

Saberhagen flirts with no-hitter
By ADAM NAZINOWtTZ
AP Sports Writer
The New York Mets, who have won
two World Series in their 33-year history. still don't have a nq-hitter in their
record book.
All-Star Bret Saberhagen almost
changed that on Tuesday.
Saberhagen, who threw it no-hitter
for the Kansas City Royals in 1991,
pitched perfect ball for six innings
Tuesday before allowing a leadoff
homer in the seventh to Darren Lewis
in New York's 4-2 victory over San
Francisco.
He was the first Mets pitcher to take.

Giants fall 4-2 to Mets
a perfect game into the seventh inning
slin
97c5e. Tom Seaver did it on Sept. 24,
"I started thinking no-.hitter going
into the fourth inqing," Saberhagen
said. "I've been in that situation
before:"The thing is you don't want
. to
think perfect game.
"The one bad pitch I made was to
Lewis. Everything went then — the
perfect game, the no-hitter and the
shutout. You have to think no-hitter. I

had a pretty good idea of what I was
doing. I just didn't want to walk Lewis
leading off, and I came in with a bad
pitch."
- Saberhagen (9-4), who also allowed
a leadoff homer to. Dave Martinez in
the eighth,- gave up only two hits in
eight innings, struck out eight and
walked none. He has struck out 98 hitters this season while walking just
nine, a ratio of nearly 11 to 1.
Saberhagen also helped himself

Former champ
'Buster' Douglas
•:still hospitalized

-A native of Fayetteville, Ark.,- Gibsott
24; was a three-year all-conference selec'..- 'lion and 'a two-time all state selection at
' Fayetteville
High. She spent two sreasons
--at Wake Forest, befcire transferring to"'
UNC-Charlotte, where she was twice
•
named to the Metro Conference Commis- sioner's List.foracademic excellence, and was named the Gold Nugget'Award witt--'
tier, the Althea Gibson Award winner, and
an outstanding senior in communications.
earned. a ,bachelor's degree in
s'ociOlog.y., with_ .a minor in
communications/public address, and also
---' -sung the national anthem at home games‘.
L
"Everybody that I have talked to about
her talks about her work ethic," Fields
aid:"She goes as hard as you can all the
time. I think she'll be a .great role model
.for our team."
The Lady Racers were 6-20 last season
in Fields' first season as head/. coach.

-

Former heavyweight champion James "Buster" Do
a diabetic coma on Juesday.

"COLUMBUS, Ohio,(AP) — Former heavyweight
- boxing thampion James "Buster" Douglas-reportedly
is out of a diabetic coma although he remains in seri- '
-lairs but stable condition at Grant- Medical Center.
WBNS-TV quoted unnamed relatives as saying
-Douglas was upgraded from poor to'stable conditon
Tuesday after coming out of a diabetic coma.
But the Columbus Dispatch-reported that Douglas,
34, had never been diagnosed-as diabetic,-Sources the
newspaper did not identify said Douglas had a blood
. sugar of abotir800 when he was admitted. A normal
--level is between 80 -and 120.
By Tuesday afternoon, Douglas' level had dropped
to about 400 and was continuing to fall, the-Dispatch
reported. The paper said-Douglas was awake and alert
Tuesday night.
The-hospital refused to comment. A nursing supervisor who would not give her name said today That the
- family asked that no information be released.
Douglas was apparently at his Columbus home
'Monday afternoon when he became ill;
Douglas' father, Bill Douglas,-could Rik be reached
to comment. A man who answered the phone at 13j11
Douglas' home Tuesday,identified himself as a friend
AP File Phato I • of the family and said -he knew nothing of Douglas'
condition. He would not confirm that Douglas was in
s in serious but stable condition after slipping into
the hospital.

Much-traveted Coles leads Blue Jays
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

Look--up Darnell _Coles -in the
-baseball Who's Who and the
entry reads like something from
Rand McNally.
-He's played,with -Toronto, Cincinnati, San Francisco, Pitts,
burgh, Seattle — twice — and
Detroit — also twice. There have
• been stops along the way in Bellingham, Wausau, Bakersfield,
Chattanooga, Salt Lake City, Calgary, Toledo, Phoenix and

•

offensively, contributing a run-scoring
double for his first major-league RBI
in 110 at-bats.
Consecutive two-out singles by Joe
Orsulak, Bobby Bonilla and Jeff Kent
off John Burkett (5-7) made it 1-0 in
the first inning. Ryan Thompson,
Saberhagen and Jose Vizcaino hit twoout 'doubles in the sixth for a 3-0-lead.
"Saberhagen was great today,_"
Giants manager Dusty Baker said. 'Ile
was hiuing spots.- and throwing 94-96
(mph). You just hope he makes a mistake. Every time Saberhagen goes out
there, he has the potential of thiowing
a no-bitter."

Nashville.
- For most of his 14-fear career,
he's beena utility player, always
patient and-prepared for'a chance
to play. Last season, in fact, he
and 'Dick Schofield were the only
members- of the Blue Jas not to
get into a single game in the playoffs or World Series.
On Tuesday night, 'he got
another opportunity to play and
was determined that a dislocated
finger would not stop him.
As it turned out, no one could

stop him.
Coles hit three home runs,
becoming the sixth major leaguer
to accomplish the feat this year,
in leading Toronto over the Minnesota Twins 14-3,-In other games, California beat
Boston 10-3, Texas topped
Cleveland 4-3, Oakland defeated
New York 8-7, Baltimore beat
Seattle 5-2, Kansas City downed
Milwaukee 10-5 and Chicago
split a doubleheader with Detroit,
losing the first game 6-2 and then

1-

-Astros top Cardinals
By FT.B. FALLSTROM
AP %oda Writer
T. LOUIS(AP) After it was over, Pete Hamisch had to Won,
der why he -had dreaded facing the St. Louis Cardinals:
"Keeping-thein under 10 runs is usually pretty good for me,"
Hamisch said after throwing six strong innings in the Houston
Astros' 3-1 victory Tuesday- night. "I needed that."
Houston-manager Terry Collins and pitching coach Mel Stottlemyre had been telling Harnisch-all week to forget'about his career
record of 1-3 and ERA of 734 against the Cardinals.
Mel told Wm, Pete, you're different. It's a different team,"
Collins said.
•
"It's easy for Terry to say," Harnisch said. "Terry's never been
out there sweating and getting clobbered like I have."
This time around it was a lot different:"

winning _6,4.

Coles began the game batting
only _145 (8-for-55) with one
home run and six RBIs. It was
his second three-homer game in
'the majors, having done.it in
1987 with -Pittsburgh.
'
"rwas just hoping I could play
because my finger was barking at
me all day," Coles said. "(Once
the game started) I was just trying not to do too much, because
that's how I'got hurt in the first
place.".

Italy, Bulgaria survive scares in overtime
By'BARRY WILNER

gio, who had gone eight games
without scoring.
A superstar from Italy and a
Bulgaria's Borislav Mihaylov
stingy goalkeeper from Bulgaia waited even longer to grab the
worked long hours to keep their spotlight. Mexico and Bulgaria
learns alive in the World Cup.
were tied 1-1 through overtime,
Roberto Baggio, the interna- and the first penalty-kick shoottionally renown striker and 1993 out of the tournament was staged.
player of the year, finally surMihaylov stopped two of Mexfaced Tuesday. He waited long ico's four shots — another sailed
enough, into the final moments of ovei the net — while Bulgaria
Italy's second-round game with" got three past Jorge.Campos to
Nigeria, before tying it-with his advance to the quarterfinals. The
team short-handed. Then he put Bulgarians never had won a
'home a penalty kick in overtime, World Cup game until last week.
lifting the Italians to a 2-1 Now, they're on a three-game
winning streak.
victory.
"We already were at the air"I was very confident throughport, we were mentally prepared out the match and I was looking
to return home. I took them all forward to the penalty kicks,"
down from the plane," said Bag- said Mihaylov, the 31-year-old
AP Sports Writer

WORLD CUP '94
captain of the Bulgarian team.
"Saving penalty kicks is the
greatest thing in your career."
Those dramatic wins finished
off a captivating second round
from which seven European
teams advanced. Only Brazil, which plays the Netherlands in
Dallas on Saturday, made it from
outside Europe.
Italy returns_ to Foxboro Stadium on Saturday to play Spain.
Bulgaria is back at Giants Stadium on Sunday against defending champion Germany. Sweden
takes on Romania at Stanford
Stadium on Sunday.
At Foxboro, Mass., Nigeria

went ahead in the 27th minute on
Emmanuel Amunike's neat shot
with the outside of his foot. It
stayed that way until the 89th
minute — nearly 23 minutes after
Italy's Gianfranco Zola was
ejected for a violent foul that
replays showed wasn't very violent and might not have been a
foul.
Baggio took a pass from
Roberto Mussi and slammed it
into the corner of the net.
"Possibly we found the right
scheme — 10 or nine against
11," joked Italian coach Arrigo
Sacchi. "When we were reduced
to 10 players, the boys were her-

--oic. Even 'with 10 people, we poor aim in penalty kicks, it was
were the team that was really the Bulgarians.
"We are not surprised Mihayplaying better."
In overtime, Antonio Benarrivo loy saved two penalties,"-. said
was tackled in the penalty area in Bulgaria coach Dimitar Penev.
the 102nd minute. Baggio con- "He is one of the leading goalies
in Europe and he has performed
verted to win it.
It was the second time in this very well for the Bulgarian
World Cup that Italy won a game national team. He is one olt the
while playing a man short. In a heroes of this game."
first-round match against NorAnother Was Htisto Stoitchkov,
way, the Italians played the final who scored in the first half.
69 minutes with just 10 Men after
"We have three victories in 10
goalie Gianluca Pagliuca was days," Stoitchkov said. "The
ejected for handling the ball out- Germany game is next and4very-.
side the penalty box.
body is happy."
"We played with great heart,"
Everybody but the Mexicans,
Baggio said.
who lost for the first time in eight
So did Bulgaria and Mexico. meetings with Bulgaria.
But only one could advance and,
thanks to Mihaylov and Mexico's le See Page 11A
t.
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Golf
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* Murray. Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
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* Financing Available *
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Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Bucy holes out on Oaks' No. 15
Solon Bucy of Murray recorded a hole-in-one on July 1 at the
Oaks' 157-yard per-3 No. 15. His playing partners were Fred
Pogue. Jim Payne and'Willie Williams.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all yew family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
&&&&& P•11/

Tour de France
moving forward

Golfer Williams says
she holds no grudge

759-11627

•

Like a good neighbor,

State Farm is there.
Slate Farm Mammies Companies
Home Mom Bloomington, Illinois
Netishal League
East Division
GB
I. Pet
VI
America,
625
30
50
Atlanta
All TN... COT
11•4:vntre5l
2
49 33
but Diviesse
42
41
494 104
oniladepha
W
1. Pet. ear1151 14
YOrt
37 45
New York
GOO —
44 32
446 14 ,
37 46
.oncta
14
47 34
Baltimore
SIO
I
Dime.Central
Boston
40 41
404
I Pct
W
GB
Detroit
36 44
463 11
546 —
49 33
Cinonnao
Totem
35 411
432 134
47
36
566 2.
Howson
Central Diviesee
St Louis
500
40 40
W
I Pet OS
Pohl:win
441 9
39 --Al
C Wieland
44 31
—
14,
420
47
34
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Chicago
47 34
540 2
West Digitalis
Kansas Cm
43 34
524 GA
GB
Pet.I
W
• 40 41
Minnesota
WM 9
44 ID
130 —
'
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36. 44
OM 114
99 999144
'
471
5
45
-,40
Cotorado
West Moisten
417
35 49
San Frahoece
W
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50
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San Diego
Texas
40 42
466 —
'-e
Lumley's Gopee
Oaltlead
439 4
36 46
New Yoh - 4, San Francisco'?
Seale
4325
35 47
•
toe AagiWas 2. Montreal 1. 10 mining*
Caitorras
447 4
36 40
Prtisburgh 3, Atlanta 1. 7 .nnings, rain. Iii gams
Tueeday's Dame*
Prnateran V AtlaMa. 2nd game pee ran
Depot 6 CAKago 2. let game
Cinonnao 9. Florida 4
Chicago I. Detroit 4. 2ti4 game
Colorado 9. Chicago 6
Callonka 10. Bosem 3
Houston 7. St Lou. 1 Oakland 11. NOV YINII 7
San Diego 7 Phiadelpha 2
Balm% 5. Seattle 2
Wednesday• Games
Toronto 14. /Annuals 3
_
0-01.alChicago (Tracheal 7 5).
Colorado
Kansas City 10. talrauka• 5
120 pm
Tens 4 Clerrekind 3
341 at San Diego (Knipe,
(sant
Partasetptaa
Wednesday's Grime
0-1), 306 p7.tyL,„
California apnager 2-1) at Boston (VanEgmon•and Wagner 6-6) at Atlanta
6-6
-MIRO
Pittsburgh
pm
0-2). 605
•
Mkorcker 7-2 and Avery 5-21 2. 3 05 p m
Oakland (Dahl% 6-9) at Neva Yoh (Abbott 7-51 Ctrannat (Roper 5-01 at Flonda (Gardner 2-2). '
-6 05 pm
6 35 p m
Chugo (Fernandez 7-7) at Detroit (GulIckson
Houston (Drabs. 10-5) at Si Louis (SOUK* 5-3),
4-4). 605 pm
? 35 pm
Seattle (Balked 2-4) at Baltimore Potosi 2-2).
New York (Jones 57)81 San Francisco 11-Ockwetin
6 35 p m '
2-7), 905 pm
TOr01110 (54oelenwrie 5-5) at Minfiesola (En0kko
Montreal (P Mamnez 6-41 at Los Angeles 1Groiss
7-6), 705 pm
Waukee (Scanlan 0-5) at Kansas CKY (904•1
7-5). 9 35 p m
5-6) 706 pm
Cleveland (Mortis 7-5)at Texas(Dettnisr 0-2), 7 S5
m
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D.A.R.E. To
Keep Kids
_Off Drugs
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MURRAY
POLICE DEPARTMENT

D & W Auto Glass Shop

.•

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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5K winners annOunced
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, it was

Sponsored My-

mechanical problems and fin- ished more than a minute off the
pace.
Group still wants to buy Timbenvolves
At one point, Boardman, the
reigning
Olympic purstikt gold
of
(AP)
Rank
Top
—
MINNEAPOLIS
Louisiana asked a federal
medalist, had to take a tool and
judge to reconsider an earlier decision that stopped LOtistana court
fix his specialized bike while ridproceedings concerning the fight over ownership oldie Minnesota
By JOSEPH WHITE
ing. Only five of the nine team
Timberwolves.
Associated Press Writer
Top Rank, which last month agreed to buy the team for $152.5
members finished in the same
million and move it to New Orleans only to see the NBA reject the
DOVER, England (AP) — The • group.
"It's too bad for Chris," said
deal, also asked U.S. District Court Judgelames Rosenbaum to discycling world considered the
LeMond. "We lost a lot of time
miss the case.
Tour de France's trip through the
in thr last 20 kilometers."
Channel Tunnel a historic
U.S. soccer player has skull fracture
"The team worked a 'lot yesoccasion.
terday to conserve the yellow
• For teammates Greg LeMond
DANA POINT, Calif. (AP) — U.S. midfielder Tall Ramos will
and Chris Boardman, it was a bit jersey for me," said Boardman,
be sidelined•for two to six months with a skull fracture. He was
Who dropped from first to 20th.
of a letdown.
held overnight at Stanford University Medical Center after being
-Maybe
we were tired."
Cup
World
the
in
victory
14)
actually,"
"It
Brazil's
wgs
boring,
bit
a
during
elbowed by Leonardo
Miguel lndurain gained a slight
Boardman said after emerging
on Monday. FIFA was scheduled to hold a disciplinary hearing fOr
frpm the'half-hour train ride edge in the baule between the
Leonardo today.
two race favorites. The three-time
Tuesday underneath the English
defending'
champion remeiged
days
two
Channel.
Strawberry hits second homer in
_second overall, 10 seconds
takes
train
guess
the
"I
taking
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — tiariyt- Strawberry said he -felt
something .out .of it," added • behind , Museeuw, but increased
ready to join the San Francisco Giants after hitting his second
three-time champion LeMond.•"I his lead to 28 Seconds over 10th.:
homer in two days With the Phoenix Firehirds.
place Tony Rominger after the
think it would be a more significStrawberry had a sacrifice fly in:thefirst inning and homered in
Spaniard's Banesto team finished
to
able
be
could
ant
yOu
feeling...if
the third in Phoenix's 3-2 loss tor Vancouverin the Pacific Coast
24 seconds ahead of the Swiss
drive through it."
League. He signed with the Giants on June 19, six weeks after he
racer's Mapei team. '
it?
through
Or perhaps cycle
was released from a drug treatment center and four weeks after he
American Lance Armstrong
"Now that would be a bit difwas waived by r.t-is Angeles.
moved into fifth, 22 seconds
ficult," ,said LeMond, noting the
in air presaure and circu- -behind, as his Motorola team was
Former Ole- Miss player alleges payment changes
lation in a tunnel far beneath the second in the team race, six seconds back of the winners. ."•
surface of the earth.
JACKSON. Miss. (AP) —_A former .University of Mississippi
Wednesday_ and Thursday mark
The cyclists stopped pedaling
football player says he,received cash from both head coach Billy
first visit to -England by bie
the
-just short of the tunnel's French
Brewer and an assistant coach.
entrance in Tuesday's thild_stage. -Tour in-20 years. The-only previThe claim by •Pete-Harris, now a Miami Beach police officer, is
the first public allegation of specific wrongdoing by Brewer and . the 41-mile team time trial from ous stage north-4ot The channel
was a largely-ignored trek on an
Calais.
are not contained in the NCAA's 15-count official inquiry intd the
The Italian-Belgian GB-MG ,unopened bypass in 1974. This
university's football program.
team won the stagewith a time of time promises' tb be different,
Harris, who played linebacker for the Rebels, said he received
1 hour, 20 minutes, 31 seconds. despite the fact that cycling in
about $50 from Brewer on one occasion and similar amounts from Its top - rider, Belgium's Johan Britain does not evoke the same
Thomas on several occasions.
then assistant coach Utiles
Museeuw, took the overall lead passions as it .does on the
"I said, 'Coach, could .you help nte _Out?_"_ /laths told The.
continent.
Clarion-Ledger of Jackson on Tuesday. "He just handed it to me _ from Boardman of England.
"We're going to bring somethe
held
had'
who
Boardman,
•
and that was it."
yellow jersey since the race thing unknown, from France into
'began on Satturlay, was the first England — the Tour; sport, a fesracer from his country to lead the tival — and perhaps the English
LOCAL BASEBALL
. race for 32 years. His dream of will like that and will be more
wearing the leader's colors in his willing to cooperate with us;"
- BRONCO ALL-STARS
home country was dashed when tour director Jean-Marie Leblanc
Murray Gold, a local Bronco League all-star team, placed second
began.
his GAN team experienced said before the race
„
in the 10-team Lyon County Tournament last weekend. In the
Crittentri
innings
fell
eight
Gold
in
4-3
Murray
championship game,
den County. Lucas Miller pitched five and two-thirds innings, striking
out nine. At the plate, Scott Lowe had three singles and Josh Har:court had two singles. Marty Hodge doubled and Brad Thurmond;
Matt Stone, Adam Scott, GM Darnell and Tony Ryan all singled.
Murray Gold lost the opener 6-4 to Reidland with Thurmond doubling. In the second game, Murray Gold picked up a 10-0 win with
Harcourt throwing a four-inning shutout. Eric Villaflot, Thurmond and
Larry Stubblefield all tripled. Miller and Justin Garland doubled:and
Chase Wallace had two singles.
In-the third gams, Murfay Gold defeated Calvert City 14-11:Stens
Police have questioned a man
SYLVANIA, Ohio (AP) -homered and doubled, Ryan had two singles and double, Stubblewho said he and a friend were
PrOfessional golfer Kim Williams
field homered, Harcourt and Darnell had-three singles and Garland
target shooting near the site
says she can forgive the person
tripled. In Game 4, Murray. Gold avenged an earlier loss by beating
where Williams Was shot. Niles
responsible for shooting her in
Reidland 6-3. Darnell tripled and had two singles, Miller had a single
and Howland Township police
neck.
the
and triple while Stubblefield and Harcourt each doubled. Mille(
would not release his- name._
"I don't hold anything against
pitched brilliantly, striking out nine in six inpngs. In the final game,
anybody," Williams said TuesPolice said the man told diem
Murray Gold defeated Marshall County 9-6: Stone had a double and
he was firing his gun at junk cars
day. "And I own a firearm
homer, Harcourt and_Ryan each singled and doubled while Thurin woods near his home, and one
myself, a handgun that I felt I
mond and Garland each doubled. Ryan was the winning pitcher with
Villaflor relieving.
needed for my personal safety of the bullets from his 9mm
• This weekend, the Murray Gold and three other Murray 11-yearonce when I lived alone: The semiautomatic pistol may have
old teams will compete in the Murray Invitational at the new city
power of it frightened me, hit Williams.
park. Also competing from Murray are the Murray Heat, Murray Blue
Hospital spokeswoman Sue
though, so my brother, who is a
and the Murray Shriners. Play begins in the eight-team tournament
policeman, has possession of it
Kalas said the bullet, which -hit
•
on Friday.
Williams in the neck and traveled
now."
Williams was shot Saturday through her shoulder, was deeply
night as she was walking into a imbedded in a rib and doctors_
pharmacy- iq Niles, about 60 believe it_ would be better ta_.7,
miles southeast of Cleveland. A leave it than try and remove it.
member of the Ladies ProfessionB-ut Williams said she faces a
al Golfers Association, she was follow-up examination so doctors
Staff Report
tendorf; 13-18, Brent Willett; in town for the Youngstown- can decide whether it needs to be
ftMurray Ledger & Times
19-24, Joseph Burton; 25-29, Warren LPGA Classic golf tour- removed.
nament, which was played Friday
Williams shot a 1-under-par-71
Lisa Ferris and Brian Palmer Randy Rambo; 30-34, Mike through Sunday at Avalon Lakes in
Friday's first round of the
were the'overall winners of the Leach; 35-39, John Durbin; Golf Course.
Youngstown
tournament.
Andy
Tom
40-44,
Nathan;
45-49,
Monday.
Freedom Fest 5K race
Ferris finished the course in 20 Green; 50-54, Finis Jones; 55-59,
minutes, 53 seconds while Palmer Dwain Abell; and 60 and over,
crossed the finish line in 17 James Morton.
The race, sponsored by the
minutes, 4 seconds.
Murray
Lions Club, featured 87
To Write Home About
age
respective
their
in
Winners
participants.
divisions were:
Females: 12 and under, Marsha
Adams; 13-18, Laura flohanon;
25-29, Traci Levey; 30-34, Lisa
Tinsley; 35-39, Marilu Adams;
40-44, Eva King; 45-49, Jeanne
Kennedy; 50-54, Jean Andella;
and 60 and over, Myrtle
Tounlou. Males: 12 and under, Seth Mit1.1•
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"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"
16x80 Fleetwood

Cross Country
PVC Fence

$18,900

Never needs scraping or

tchkov,
half.
:s in 10
"The
Iivery-.
:xicans,
in eight

53 00
55 00
I VS

$ 00
$7 On

111,1taly...
FROM PAGE 10A
Mexico's Alberto Garcia Aspe
missed the first penalty kick.
After the game, he began
recounting the wild finish, then
became choked with tears.
"It's going to be hard for me
to overcome this," said Garcia.
Aspe, who scored on a penalty
kick in the first half, but kicked
one over the net in the shootout.
"I can barely talk."
Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari issued a statement
criticizing coach Miguel Mejia
Baron for not using any

-substitutes.
•)(1,,

irray

"Maybe if we had reinforced
our forwards when Luis Garcia
was eXpelitit we would have had
more opportunities," he said.

painting, will never rust, rot or
corrode. wM never chip, crack
or Ostler.'

$500 minimum deposit interest rate is 455% tor 1 year
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal
Offered as of 620,94 Rates Subject to change

PRICE INCLUDES:
See Our
Selection
•14• single
Designed and engineered to
withstand exposure to all kinds of
weather without deterioration.
Strong and flexible with lasting
belluty. Safe for aN horses.

Wides
• 16' Single
Wides

• Upgrade Insulation
• Storm Windows
• Garden Tub
• Wire For Ceiling Fan
• Delivery/Set-up

See Our
Selection
'Double Wides
-Triple
Wides

=

1201 Main Street
20 Veer Warranty

Holland Fence Co.
Barbara Holland - Distributor

(502)345-2776 • Mayfield, KY

Murray, Kentucky!
(502)759-1630
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HOROSCOPES and persenft at school. Creative
and independent, tbese highly
motivated- Cancerians will probabty be happiest if self-employed.
They like to work at their own
pace, without supervision. -

(For your personalized daily
Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on
your own date of birth. call
I-000-988;7788. Your phone
company will bill you 99,cents a
THURSDAY,JULY 7,1994
_ _ HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR: Do everything possible to bring business negotiations
to a speedy closure. A long-range'
financial plan is essential. An intimate relationship needs time to
become a positive force. Childien
and pets will be special sources of
•
joy in December. Early in 1995, a
money crunch begins to ease. Next
March features a moue or promo'lion. A new locale proves inipiring.
When a relative requires assistance.
you_riseto the occasion!
CILEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS- DATE:- the Beatles' Ringo
Starr, figure skater Michele Kwan.
actress Shelley-Duvall, baseball
great Satchel Paige.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): A
coveted aw.ard comes into view.
Pursue work goals that satisfy you
emotionally. Career changes will be
for the._best. Call someone-at a diitance. Consult experts before making Icingzrange financial plans.
TAURUS (April 20-M4 20): A
straightforward approach will make
you a winner.. You charm a friend
into doing something that benefits
both of you. Travefinsfines you to
launch a neWpiojecti
- -GEMINI(May 21.4une -20):
ActuancerT technology and greater-independence are the-key to higher:
profits. Listen to someone with..
' more'experience. Romance.is head. ed for the midis 'unless you change...
youramtu
:
CANCER Ouire,241-1trls; 22):
Avoid rocking the boat with mate.
Thoughtless remarks can short-Cir_:-._ cult l6- 46annections,belay making
. . _ -

S.P

1

Prices Good
July-6
Thru
July 12

•

,

•

U.S. Choice

US. Choice Boneless

Z.
•

7 .
•

Bacon
$ I 59

-B0C1010% S-i

lb

Sec:coo-a Bc-e ess

Fields
1 Lb

99

Chicken
Breast

Bologna
$ 1 29

lb

$0399
Z. Li,.

•••••

- -•

Owerfs Best Family PaOk
I

• _ _Extra lean

SupetFirirn -Boston Butt

Center Cut Boneless9

Ala

&

a

a

A

MI

3-4 Lb.

.
t

Del Monte
Tomato

Vienna
,Sausage

Dog
Food

1/2% Milk
89

28 oz

2 Liter

Carolina Gold

Sugar

_Apple Juice

Macaroni

7 oz

BLisla's

Baked Beans

Veg.-Corn or Conola

,7Wesson Oil
64 oz. $299

64 oz.

3/89
79

28 oz.

Parkay

•

Margarine

Peter Pan

French's
18 oz

Dawn 22 oz.

Dishwashing Liquid

$ 1 19

3/ 1

Mustard

Rosedale

Fruit Cocktail

17 oz.

Musselman's
12 pk $2"

Hunts Halves or Slices

Peaches

$ 1 59

1 Lb

Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb,
A&W, Cherry Coke

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cat. Free Coke, Fresco 12 pk.$299

Peanut Butter

9-

4 Roll Pkg.8

9
- 9°

$ 1 59
'

charmin
Bath Tissue

9.9*

Hyde Park

Red Cross

$ 1 99

99

I

5W.

tb.

Salsa

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Flav-O-Rich

Gal

Chi Chi

Ketchup

2/1

4/1

990
$1 19

29 oz.
24 oz

I

Al

Applesauce

24 oz.

Prairie Farms

2% Milk

gal.

Star Kist

Tuna

6.5 oz.

Del Monte

Steak Sauce

10 oz

$239

Pudding Cups 12 pack

59'
79'
$199
•59'
99'

eit
Owen's Best
Storernade
HOT Of Reg.

Pimento Cheese

meets/our needs,
contact:

Owen's Best
Storemade

Potato Salad

19
$289

•

David L. Hudspeth
WOW Brig.
3rd & Maple
Illurray, KY 42071
Phone 702-11120
a

Ground

F elds
12 oz

I

Lb.

•
•
;

Owen's Best Extra -Lean

ound Steak Sirloin Tip or Rump Roast
39
89
SProleaguers

Woodmen offers a
wide variety oflife
insurance plans which
provide flexibility en
Insurance protection
and tax-deferred
Interest features. To
find the plan that

ccA

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We -Do Custom Bar-134a Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

\

79c

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

Ptaat leuted 90144

9o4et
We Accept Food Stamps

available.
----LEO Only 23.-Aug. 22): Playing
games is a bad idea tiow. Sincerity
is in,-underhanded mailoyers out. •'!"
- An iiinative ap-proach'will help.
—you move-forward in busiliess. or
real estate matters.
7.-VtItGa-fAug. 23:-Sepr. 22): Be
. specific about what you expect and
:others will respond in,a positive
way. The durability of.a longtime
friendship warms Your heart. Do not
return to someolfewho has not been
good for you:
LIBRA '(Sept. 23-Oct.. 22J: :fob
teti§ions ease;- the future lools much
brighter!. Be willing to take a few
well-calculated financial risks. A lit-,
tie humility could work wonders in
romance. •
.SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You could be looking for attention
in all the -wrong places. Stick Closer
to home base. Romance is unpredi'etable. Build trust. Avoid 'doing
anything -that will cost you the
respect of your loved ones.
- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec...
•
2I):%Many issues- will be discussed
-and &elided today. Others are
impressed by your deal-making
skills. Put romance on the baek
burner while tending to family
needs.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Act confident and you will con-- quer your fears. Family and close
f• riends are your-strongest allies.
Play the role of mediator in a difficult dispute.
.
AQUARIUS (January 20-Feb.
18): Y-otir-atiitude will make-orbreak a business deal, Get with it!
Ignore someone's insecurities and
get back on track at work. Higherups begin to recognize your tremen• dous self-discipline.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20):
• Do
not let a war Or words land you in
hot water. Settle an office di§pute
quickly and you will come out
Ahead! A financial matter requires
your personal attention. Pray for a
miracle.

77-4.

Hours:
M•Th. 8 on.-1 p.m,
Fri, & Sot 8 a.m p,m.

1174.111
.
IF

TODAY'S CHILDREN are
big believers in family and tradition. They are greatly influenced
by their parents and will not be in
any particular hurry to leave the
nest. Kind-hearted and sensitive,
these children have a tendency to
retreat into their shells when wt.
things go awry. Wiseliarents will
encourage them to both compete

,

The Kentucky
Network

COVVIENIr

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

a

_

Aren'tYou
Glad There's

(To order a rensed and updated copy of
leane Dmon's best-selling boat -Yesterday.
Today and Forever- How Astroloey Can Help
You had. Your Place in God's Plan." send
SS 9S plus 41 passage and handltng to Mean,
c/o Andrews and McMeel, P0. Boa 419242,
Kansas Cuy, Mo 64141 Make checks payable
a, Andrews and McMeel)

itWoodmen

American

Owen's Best

Cheese
$289

BBQ Ribs
$ 89

or the Wotid
uft thewormae Sudety
thusism eusee srusthe

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

• Turke Brt
99%tt

L

$389
Lb.

Owen's Best

knoked Mel
99%Fat Roe

$481

Green Onions,
Bell Peppers
or Cucumbers

Golden Ripe

Red or Black

Bananas

Plums

69Lb.

3/9
10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Potatoes
$ 1 49

Georgia

Vine Ripen

Peaches

Tomatoes,

49! 49*

Lb.

tro

7." .1. 411.

f

•ma--,••••
•

lere• •I/p• 41,
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•••.
•
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•
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Wonder

Country Fair

4 Rm.

Bread
JILL MILLER
16 oz.
Loaf

!rs

FOODS
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' Jill Miller, a 1994 Murray High
School graduate, haSbeel awarded
a $75,O Bank of Murray Director's
Schqfarship for the 1994-95 acemic year at Murray State-University.
A graduate from Murray High
School and Calloway County High School are awarded- the Bank Qf Murray Director's award.
Miller, daughter of John and
Debra Miller of Murray, plans to
major in education. Upon graduation from MSU,she plansto pursue
_
a career'in leaehing.
While in high school, Miller has.
served asedrunungior of the band,
_
captain of the toccer team, a
Alpha officer; and,a Girl Scounn
— -addition-- to plAnieipaVin-the Medical Exploirrs program. Miller
hai lettered in soccer, softball and
track. She has also been presented
- the Soccer Coach% Award for
110%. Named to Who's Who
Among American High School Students, Miller was voted "Most Athletic Senior" by her classmates.
Scholarships are presented
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office.
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Campbell

Spaghetti Sauce
26 oz.
an

fled Cross

Sunlight

am
ar Or Lite

Reg. or Thin

Dishwashing

Deter ent

67
12 oz. Can

Boston

Any Size Package

Ground Beef

tt

Pork Roast

BETHANY CALL

99

9'
94
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Bethany Call, a 1994 graduate of
Calloway County High School, has
been awarded a $3360 Achievement Award by Murray State University for the 199495 academic
year.
Achievement Awards are presented to students for their outstanding
accomplishments throughout high
school.
Call, daughter of Brenda and
William Call of Murray, plans to
major in pre-optometly at MSU.
She plans to pursue a career in
optometry afte: graduation.
While in high school.Call served
as the Foreign Language Club secretary,Laker Band and First District
Honors Band section leader, Student Court secretary,and Beta Club
member. She has been a Student
Exchange Program participant and
a finalist for the Kentucky Governor's School for the Arts. Named to
Who's-Who Among American High
School Students, Call is the recipient of a Superior Laker Musician
Award and a National English Merit
Award by the United State Achievement Academy. As a valedictorian,
Call graduated with a 4.0 grade
point average, ranking first in the
senior class of 184 students.
Scholarships are presented
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office. .

Picnic Roast

Tony's

Pork Steaks

Pizza

Jumbo Head

Lettuce
Idaho

Potat
10 lb. Bagoes
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DEATHS

.;

Mrs. Marie A. Schulz

Mrs. Mary Emma Wilson aleidt

Mrs. Marie A. Se,hulz, 80, 3219 Agnes Blvd., Alton, Ill., died today
at 7:1Q a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was stricken ill
at her housebail at hvin Cobb Resort, Murray.
A retired hairdresser,.she was born Nov. 9, 1913, to the late Adolph
B. Schnell and Lola Rick Schnell.
Survivors include one son, William Schulz and wife of Manassas,
W.Va.,-who were visiting her at the housebt when she was taken ill.
The body has been transferred to Staten. Funeral Nome, Alton. III.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray had charge of local arrangements.

Mrs. Mary Emma Wilson Bleidt, 85. of 66 Deepwood Dr., Cadiz,
died Monday at Si. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A life-long resident of Trigg County, Mrs. Bleidt and her late husband, George W. Bleidt, to whom she was married onleh. 20, 1931,
were leaders in the community life of Golden Pond, in what was
known for generations as the "Between the Rivers" area. They moved
to Cadiz in 1969 following the Tennessee Valley Authork's acquistion
all the land between Kentucky and Barkley laces.
Born April 7, 1909, at Golden Pond, she was the daughter of the
late Charles Wilson and Elizabeth Carpenter Wilson. Her ancestors,
farmers and merchants, were among the earliest settlers between the
rivers, helping to develop a thriving community there in the 19th
century.
She attended Golden Pond schools, Cadiz High School. Bethel College in Hopkinsvilk, and Murray State College, She- amen in the Trigg County schools at Roaring Springs and Golden Pond for several
years before beginning a 25-year career with the post office in Golden
Pond. She served as postmaster during World War II.
. Mrs. Bleidt was a member of Cadiz Baptist Church and a former
member of Golden Pond Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs, Ann Elizabeth Bleidt Egerton.
Nashicille, Tenn.; two grandsons, Brooks Bleidt Egerton, Dallas, Texas, arid Much White Egerton, Honolulu, Hawaii.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at-Cadiz Baptist Church.
The Rev. Norman Ellis will officiate.-Burial will follow in East End
Cemetery, Cadiz.
-Friends may call at Goodwin Funeral Home. Cadiz, from 6 to 8
p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of memorial gifts to the
Trigg Comte Library or Cadiz Baptist Church.

Lauren A. Reck
• Stephen Keel and Orant Mon fipmeenled Calloway County al ege recent
WIWI,for Fulure'Agilcularal Leaders In Lexington. Here Whitey of
kOntudry College of Agrfeultin Don Dr. an Utile(1eft)and Keridzky Farm
Bureau President Man ft. Sprague (right) presented a certificate to the
students for attending FM

Jackson receives scholarship

IP

Amanda Jackson, a 1994 graduate of Calloway Camay /Egli
School, has been awarded a $750
Bank of Murray Director's Scholarship for the 1994-95 academic year
at Murray _State University.
The Batik of Murray Director's
awards are presented-SD a graduithig
senior from Murray High School
arid Calloway County High School.
Jackson is the daughter of Joel
and Rachel-Jackson of Ahno. While in high school,Jackson has
served as a varsity-cheerleader, and
section lead& and officer of the
concert:choir. She has alai been a
member of the Girl's Choir, Future
Business Leader's of -Antal* Future Farmer's of America,'arid Stu-.
dents TakkifiRe,iponsibleStand,
In addition to being named the 1993
Football - Homecoming Queen,
Jackson has been voted "Most Outgoing',b1 her senior classmates.
She has also been listed in Who's
Who /Among American High
School Students.--

-

Lauren A. Reck, 85, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Tuesday at 8:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County- Hospital.
He was a member of New Zion Baptist Church in Marshall County.
His wife, Mrs.'Arlene Atwell Reck. died March 29, 1992. Born
Tune 30, 1909, in Ft. Cobb,.Okla., he was the son of the late William
Reck and Roberta .Way Reck.
Survivors include two sons, William A. Reck and wife, Judy, Denver, Colo., and Arlo R. Reck and wife, Jean, Kirksey; five grandchildren, Terry McKenzie, Tammy Reck, Robbie Reck, Barry Reck and
Matthew Reck; two stepgrandchildren,•LeAnn Lastera and Kent Acliterhof; fivekgreat-grandchildren.
. •
Memorial graveside services will be Satunfiy at 10 a.m. at OakwOod Cemetery, Genescb, Ill. Interment of urn will follow.
: Friends may call it Rux Funeral Home, Kewanee. Ill., from 6 to 8
p.m. Friday. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had Charge of local
arrangements.
•

Mrs. Deelie Hardison Rials

Wayne A Overson-

Funeral rites for Mrs. Deelie Hardison Rials were Monday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Milner Funeral Home, Bardwell. The Rev. David
Wayne A. Overson, 70, died Sunday at 6:40 p.m. at his residence at
Stephenson and the Rev. William C.--Bowles 'officiated.
Active pallbaters were Andy Tolhird._Joey Graves, Jeff Graves,' Lafayette, La.
Services were today at 11 a.m. in the Delhomme Chapel of the
David Rials, Bob Watts and Mike 'Watts. Honorary pallbearers were
Flowers, Lifiyette, The Rev. J. Bruce Headley, pastor of First
great-grandsons and great-great-grandsons. Burial. was in .RoselawitAssembly of God Church, and the Rev. Robert S. King, pastor emeriCemetery, Bardwell.
_
tus, officiated.
• Mri. Rials, 81, Bardwell, died Sunday at. 34202.m. at Lourdes HosPrivate burial sery.ices will be at Lafayette• Memorial Park
pital, Paducah. Her husband, Escle Rials, one daughter, Patricia Ann
Cemetery.
Rials, and one son, Theodore Rials, preceded her in. death.'.
Mr. Overson was born in Ricine, Wis., to the late Andrew,Overson
Survivors include four_ daughters. Mrs. Donnie-Tolbird and Ms._
__AiL4ADA:;10CICSON-and Erna Chnittensen Overson. He had been a resiklentiaf Lafayette for
Beth-Bowles, Bardwell, Mrs. Mary Graves, Murray, and__Mrs. Dora
the past nine,. years.
Jackson plans to major in nursing Watts,PFainfield, 111:; one.son, Edwin (Sonny) Rials, Mulga, Ala.; two
'He retired in 1984 ii-firefighter and fire investigator for the Anne
in preparation for a career -as a -sisters, Mrs. Rachel Kirk,'Greenville, and Ms. Alpha RialBerkley,
registeterrnurse -after graduation Mich..„ one brothel., Truman-Hardison., Utica; r4 grandchildren; 43— .Arundel County, Maryland Fire Department. He served in the U.S.
- Malines'and Merchant Marines during World War It
g-eat-grandchildren.
•
from MSU.
—
Mr. Overson was a Member of First Assembly of God Church of,
Scholarships are presented
_Lafayette, Was a Reserve Lafayette .Parish Sheriff Deputy for six
through the MurrayState University
years, and a state qdafified Ombudsman at Oakworkl Village Nurse
Scholarship Office.
Care Center.
,
Se-re-lee-if& Mrs. Gladys Darnell Sims were Tuesday .aell i.m. in
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Bernard Overson;'one
'the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Masoir:Harris and Jim
daughter, Tracy Guinn, Lakeland, Fla.; one stepdaughter, Gayle
Pounders officiated. Charles Harris directed congregational singing. Nathan, Tacorna Park, Md.; one- son, Wayne Alan
Overson, BradenGrandsons served as pallbearers. Burial was in Cuba Church of
ton, Fla.; one stepson and wife, Alan and Sharon- Worster, Murray;
. —
Christ._ Cemetery:
one brother and wife, Rodney L. and Mariane Overson, Union Grove,
' Toni Henninger,a 1994 graduate
,.Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to UniverMs:: eight grandchildren.
of Calloway County High School,
sity Church of Christ, Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Acadiana,
has been awarded three scholarships
. Mrs. Sims, 97, Whithell Drive, Murray,-died Saturday at 10:30 p.m. P.O. Box 3467, Lafayette, La. 70502. Delhomme FuneralHome,
for the 1994-95 academic, year at
at her residence. Her husband, J. Adlai Sims, died in 1963. .
Lafayette, was in charge of arrangements.
Murray State University.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Treva Edwards Fry and
Henninger, son of Richard and
husband, Jim, Jacksonville, Fla., Mrs.- Betty Sims Wilson- and hus
Judith Henninger of' Murray, has
band, Louis, Murray, and Mrs. Louise Sims Harris and husband,
The funeral for, Mrs. Pauline E. Waldrop Cobb was Tuesday at 2
been awarded a $2,860 George.,
Mason, Dyersburg, Tenn.; two sons,..Arvy Glen Sims and wife, MoyBeiderwell Scholarship, on $500
p.m.In the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earna, Lynn Grove, and Larry Darnell Sims and wife, Bonnie, Louisville:
Physics& Astronomy Development
wood officiated. Music was by Stephen Littlefield, soloist, and Mrs.
16 grandchildren; 28 great-grafidchildren; several great-greatScholarship, and a $500 Murray Allene Knight, accompanist. .grandchildren.
Rotary Club Scholarship. The
Grandsons and nephews served as pallbearers. Burial was in Murray?
Beiderwell award is a full tuition
Memorial Gardens.
scholarship awarded to deserving
Expressions of sympathy take the fbrm of donations to the Together
Investments Since 1854.
students from west Kentucky.
We Build program, First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St.,
While in high school, Henninger
Murray.
was a member of the Beta Club,
Mrs. Cobb, 82, Magnolia Drive, Murray, died Saturday at 12:15
Co-ed Y Club, Foreign Language
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Dow Jones lad. Avg....._.....7.77
Club,and academic team. Named to
DMA Previous aose.......3662A8 *Prices As Of 9 a.m.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Stephen H. Cobb; one son,
Air Products................ 421/1+/
16+14 the Rev. Alfred Cobb and wife, Leona, Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs.
1
4
Who'sWho Among American High
AT&
2,51/1 unc Grace Nell Parker, Rt. 3, Benton, and Mrs. Rebecca Jo
537/4-11s K U
School Students, he fias been selected Snident of the Week.
Burkeen, TayBell South
Kroger
unc lor, Mich.; one brother. Charles Waldrop,
Haininger plans to major in meWest Lake, Ohio; three
Brigp &
LG&
sac grandchildren, Dr.
chanical engineering at MSU in ,
Stephen H. Cobb and wife, Teri, Murray, Gary W.
Bristol Myers Squibb......5134-14 Mattel
preparation for a career as a biologiCobb
and
wife,
Carla,
Huntsville, Ala., and Dale L. Cobb and wife,
CBT Corp. Ky.•.....411/2B 43'/2A McDonalds.................291/3 one
cal medical engineer.
Kelly, St. Petersburg, Fla.; four great-grandchildren,- Ryan, Bradley,
9
3
/4-1/4
Scholarships are presented
Jeremy and .Ke,Ily Cobb.
21P/s+111-.
through the Murray State University
First'
23B
Peoples
24
,
/aA
Scholarship Office.
••
#
Ford Motor.................... 21P/a tmc Quaker Oats...-----------71511.114
General
General Motors -............ 493/4 unc Sears
Herman R. Cooper, 77, Clearwater, Fla., foarierly of Murray, died
.15% Cash Discount
Goodrich...—...............
Monday at Bay Pines Veterans Administration Hospital, Bay Pines,
On All Prescriptions
Goodyear
-.3554-1/2 Time Warner............. 3534+1/4 Fla.
•Computerized Records
He was retired from the Motor Repair Division of Chrysler Motors
Ingersoll
353/45-1/s
•MedT6al Claims Service
and, was a veteran of the Armed Forces.
Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker M this Mock
Born April 28, 1917, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
'PCS •Medimet
ONO-price unchanged
late William J. Cooper and Nancy M. Armstrong Cooper.
Hilliard
Lyons
•BC-BS Paid State Aid
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Doretha M. Moore Cooper; two
Court Square
'Health & Beauty Items
sons, Phillip Cooper,' Dearborn Heights, Mich., and Michael Cooper,
Murray, KY 42071
Colorado Springs, Colo.; one sister, Mrs. Mae Ruth Sheridan, May:(502) 751-3366
field; two brothers, 011ie Cooper and wife, Inez, Lynn Grove, and Rex
Our Best Investment Is Vett.
Cooper
and wife, Emma Jean, MuKu; two grandchildren, Jennifer
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462
WA Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc.• Member NYSE and Sift
Lynn Cooper and Christopher Coopii..Colorado Springs, Colo.
Also surviving are sisters-in-law and brothers-in-law, Mrs. Evelyn
Moore and Eugene and Mary Bell Jones, all of Murray, and Eugene
\MINN
and Jeannette Moore, Calvert City.
=1"...1111=1.111.111111"...1111111.11.The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral
Home, The Rev, David Brasher will officiate. Burial will fol40
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
I
low in Elm Grove Cemetery.
8 a.m.-12 Noon Saturday
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
—
—

Mrs. Gladys Darnell Sims

Calloway grad gets 3 awards

Mrs. Pauli▪ ne E. Waldrop Cobb

Stock Market Report
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Get Your FREE
Full Spinal Examination!

I

\

CHIROPRACTIC

(NO OBLIGATION - NO MING TO PAY)

FOR BETTER HEALTH

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

1

1
2
3
4

I

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

SIVIII

5
-6
7
8

Dizziness
9 Numb Hands
13 Numb Fingers
10 Bursitis
Sore Elbows
14 . Hip Pam
11 Pain dawn Lev
Neck Pain
15 Tight Muscles
Indigestion
12 Muscle Spasms
16 Aching Feet
FIND OUT NOW tvhother careful. professional chiropracticcoeZrelirie vete
aches and pains. This examinabon normally costs 130.00 or more. It wit include a
chiropractic orthopedic wst a chiropractic neurological test a blood pressure test a spinal
alignment check, an examinabon. or restricted or excess motion- in the spine, a musde
strengtiness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

KNEES ARE THE ANSWER

Or. Dennis L. Hoskin, D.C.

This entire examination is FREE
want more care and treatment,
we do at the paperwork

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLCY PROTECTS YOU ME PATENT AND D4Y OAR PERSON IT you
RESP4NSOLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A MONT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CNIotI,. PAYMENT OR SE
REIMSURSED FOR PAYMENT FOIA ANY OTHER SERVCES.EXAM MATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
10 THE ADVERTISE-,
I
n
1E117TSC
FORTHEARAGE
"Fi
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C rXIAI
R T'74
WX
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FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. daN for your appointment TODAY!

759-1116
CHIROPRAC
ESKETT
CENTER
TIC
• 'nu 301 N. 12th St. At Univoriiity Square) Murray, KY 42071
..puA
mooFRE

Lil .._

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU

Esm

Fekralitals Marbst Nees Strike July 46 104
Kwhido Pardon Arm Sig Medal limed Webs
AMOS Ett SO Marren&Pi
1010114801
SI War SoN21
=1.110
lee41110
US 14 23040
US 1-2 mass its
$17.0•00
US 2-3 20-20
SWIFSAF1S
US 34 3111278 Ihs

I

Our knees are very important to our ability
to be mobile.However,they are also offenders
in much of the postural habits of the majority
ot the population.
&sliding with the bees locked back ii
habit which does allow relaxation of the
muscles of the thighs, bin areaches lignmeats,
causing needless stress woe bone and cartilage. More importaady, this habit shifts the
pelvis forward ie relatioa to the gravity late
sad permiu forward sodding.
_
Stiehtchiage Is the base of spinal support
(the pelvis),sewerage'a short,deep,forward
curve of the spate,then. a short, deep forward
carve of the neck. Not only is this posture

.

US 1-2 235.355 5.
US 14 AMU IN
US 14 411$430 lbs
US 14 421 asi ogr
US 1-3 355* 5.
Soon SIMMS,

unsightly, it contributes to the cause of almost
68% of low beck discoidal.
Knees me the answer to a let of posture
L Stand with Your knees slightly
, bead held proudly high and improve your posture asid apperaace. Good
posturepays dividends. For structure govern
function.

*-. The
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Is Expanding!
Look for some
upcbming changes. .
Naiad Cater • Murray
75.34821

Dr. Mary Brorringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962
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)r., Cadiz,

r late hus20, 1931,
what was
ley moved
's acquisces.
ler of the

$5.00 Column 111C9I
40% Discount 2nd
AO% Olscoum 3rd tun.
0411.I Ads Malin IWPIDay',lad)
$1.75 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Resta2Lbsts

ancestors,
tween the
the 19th

25c psi word, $5.00 minimum
1st day.Se per word pror day for
each additional consecutive
day. $1.75 extra for Shopper
(lues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Gtilde.) $2.00 exact for
blind box ads.

ethel Col* in the
or several
in Golden

if251_1742-421Q-erePriki
A 82.001..WW be'puked to matte
aW changes lo od after deadline.

a former
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lias, Tex--

TOArl4DLiftgE

190
370
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400
550
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thonxs
In Memory
Lost & Found

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Prockice
eed & Seed

060070
090
ICC
110

f

,
n Murray'

Together
,urth St.,
at 12:15

one son,
Mrs.
;en, Tayio; three
Gary W.
ind wife,
Bradley,

TAX DEFERRED
• ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income available! -4

1972 - Chevrolet Truck,
VIN CCE142F356015

100% reinsured!

' 191'G 1-12tevrolet 3/4 -Ton,
WIN CCL2465132227

t

.100% investment
grade assetsi
Callothe
These items may be inspected at
-Substantial
peneity--way County Road Department, Sycamore
Au* Pit
Streit Extended. We reserve-the rigIV0
reject any and all bids.
,
FAcconntill
JD. Williams,
-..r.- ----+siiranceCounty Judge/Executive-Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky 42071

r Motors

:hurchill
will fol-

PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with
Ordinance 193-1912,
City
Murray
the
Council on June 23.
1994 certified as
non-participating
parcels, seven (7)
tracts of land located
on Brinn Road (N.
Street , Ex16th
between
tended)
Elementary
North
School and Lassiter
Road, as requested
by the Murray Natural
Gas System,
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
0-pen 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tues. Pizza. salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks.- Dine-in or
carry out. -474-8119 or
1:808-649-3804.

In accordance with
Orciinarrce /93-1 012,
City
Murray
the
Council on June 23,
1994 certified as
non-participating
parcels, ten (10)
tracts of land located
on Bendefield Road
in Ben-De-Field Subdivision as requested
by the Murray Natural
Gas S stem.

753-2310
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

Nowifowlupv=”oe
ALLIANCE
MXTORIO
NIG CPNLER

-425.00.27.110
--$2434•17311
--334344730
-4211.111•31-10
--134.11445.011

k•••

ng!

Ksiurray

CPA "

PAPA :John's Pizza new
hiring shift leader *Mon
Leadership & ,restaurant
experience preferred
Apply ingtiteon, Dixieland
Center.

Exiae9beiti
--Typesetter Part-time and full-time positions available
for typesetters with experience in Ad
Writer, Page Maker or Word Perfect.
Full-time position offers paid vacation and
health insurance.
,_
APply in person at

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
Office Open

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income to assemble products at home.
kite 1-504-646-1700
DEPT. KY-2021

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday

D61 Cards
you? Gamer
calling
ID. World of Sound.
753.5865.
wHo,s

Hwy.4lSouthbMklwayy
fight on Hwy. 1828 W on
corilsr-of Martin Chapel Rd.
. BassbailasketbaltBuoy
LIMO. NO* cif single
cards I plaques. 25% off
purchase with this ad. Register far Michael Jordon
Shag O'Neerplaque to be
Oren away.
Tues.-Thurs.-Fri.
4:30-8:00 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Bank of Murray has for sale to highest
bidder
1969 Winnebago
Serial # W0RD223484

For information call
502-753-1893
ask for Collections Dept.

Bank of Murray has for sale to highest
bidder
1991 Eagle Summit
Serial ME3CU14A0MU070813
Bank of Murray will be accepting
sealed bids through July 14th, 1994,
the bank reserves the right to bid.
For information call
502-753-1893
ask for Collections Dept.

TURNING AGE 65?

-3445441.04
-337.56-44.10
--344.00-46-511
-.339.1444,1111

TERI

MASSAGE THERAPY.
Relax, release, rejuvenate.
To your home service. By
appointment. Dave
753-3801. Enjoy in good
health!

hursday.

My 4, 1904
wort kalitJw 3
Barrows A Gate

POSITION available. F91.
time preschool teache?.Degree in child development or related field pre- _ Excellent compen-sation,
ferred. Send resume to:
aeative
Wee Care Child Developwork environment
ment Center, 109 S 15111:7" &Baited opporINDEPENDENT Entertain753-5227. 's "
ment -Brokers Urgently
tunity for advanceNeeded! We can offer you MARKET Research- hitys-- -merit
_
the opportunity to ear - tery Shopper.'Local occaSend resume to:
$500-$700 each week to sional part-time work, payri
Swore
start. Management Train- ment varies with assign101
)
king available to qualified ment. Send name,
_applicants. Call us at address, & daytime ph* to:
_Rt. 1, Box---1-86
• 1.-8011„859-9768 to set ap- Ekick & Lavidge, Inc, Field
Sedalia, Ky. 42079
pointment that could Department, PO Box 4402,
Atlanta, GA 30302-9892.
change your life.

Open Sundays
I p.m.-4 p.m.

USW NOTICE

n of the

per; two
Cooper,
n, Mayand Rex
Jennifer
Colo."
Evelyn
Eugene

• ,

ORGANIST & choir director
for St. Matthew Lutheran
Church. Please respond to
2701 Broadway, Paducah,
KY 42001. 442-8294.

SEARS

Motive

Bank- of Murray will be accepting
sealed bids through July 14th, 1994,,
the bank reserves the right to bid.

*ay, died
iy Pines,

REAL ESTATE SALES
270 . Moode Homes For Sole
365 *
For Sole or Lease
420
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INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be accepted-It-the-Calloway
County Fiscal Court, Calloway auto?"
Courthouse, Murray,,LICerilaseky 42021 until
1:30 `p:iiit July 14; 1994 for the following
surplua,equiRmentp

lidence at

kcadiana,
it Home,

k'C NANDI%
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
petTiVat
.&
sup
Ra
picli
mos,

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

,
.

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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.
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Used.cqrt
Want To Rent _ 490
3
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vans
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CALL 753-1916

,r ME NT
Help Wanted
Domestic & Chic:lame
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

ANNOWhic_. ML r
010
020
025
030
040
050

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers or* requosted to
chock the first Insertion of
their.
ods tor any WM Murray
Lodger & 11mes wIll b• responsible toe only en* Incorsect Insectl:a. Any error
should be reported Mimedokay so corrections con be
mode.

PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write at 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:,
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
, companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be abie to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199

Nationwide ON fres:
1-800.411641811t

Tobacco Workers
Needed
Employment dates are as follows:08/22/94 to
10/07/94; 08/15/94 to 10/07/94; 08/22/94 to
09/13/94; and 08/16/94 to 10/01/94. Guaranteed 3/4 ofcontract hours. All tools provided.
Housing provided for non-conunuting workers. Transportation and subsistence reimbursed to worker upon completion-of 50% of
contract. Pay ride is 55.29 perhonrontact
your local employment office.

060
Help
Wanted
DANCERS and waitresses
needed at The Foxy Lady in
Paris, TN. Please call Charlie or Jeri at 901-644-0301.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8.00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is at;t.
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals With
disabilities
.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home. No_
experience, Free
information/supplies. No
obligation. Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to: Horizon, 1?opt FF,
PO Box 2149, BrOwnwooct
TX 76804.
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home. Call toll free
1-800-467-5566 ext. 8047.
FULL-TIME plumbers helper. 492-8134 or 492-8377
after 5pm.
LEGAL secretary, Word
Perfect a plus Send resume to PO Box 1594,
Murray.
FULL-lime outside elevator
supervisor Knowledge ol
mein, grain legs, grain
MOM It general mainta
--Minos needed Salary depends on experience
763-3404

The Murray Board ofEducation is currently
accepting applicationsfor the following positions:
Clerical Aide
Possible detention supervision and one
night meeting per month. Skills: Work well
with people, organizational skills, computer/word processing, & telephone skills.
Pull-Mine, 181 days
Classroom Instructional Aide
Full-time aide needed to work with special
education teacher at middle school. 181 days
Interested persons should request an application by calling(502)753-4363 and submit
it to:
Dr. Robert Lewis
Murray Board of Education
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Directs activity program for 174 long term care
residents and is a member of the MDS/Care Plan
Team Supervises two assistants and directs volunteers. Publishes in-houire and quarterly community
newsletters.
Minimum 2 years experience in activities, preferably in leadership/management role. Completion of
Basic Course for Activity Directors and State
certification. National certification preferred.
West View Nursing Home is a Superior rated, 174
long term owe locality affiliated with MurrayCalloway County Hospital. EOE.
Submit resume to: PersonneVAdministration
504 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 111th STREET

MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

CASH paid for good. used
nfles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. • 5,19,. S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy: antique furniture.glassware & china. 1 piece or houseful!. Call
492-.8128 between
10am-4130prn.
_
1 CO

'encase-

Ugly Duckling
ca:;:ancluai

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

HELP WANTED
'Meat Cutter
Trainee

11117 roods,

0

386 SX IBM ccxnpabble
IBM memory, 30MB HD 1
floppy, super VGA color
monitor $700 or best offer
759-1552 or 762-6499

LOVE seat & chair setbrown hvead,5300/pm. Walnut coffee table, $75. Double papasan chair with
cream cushion, $200. All
are in great condition & less
than lyr old. Call 753-3727.

FOR sale: Apple II E computer, monitor, 1 disk drive,
& Epson printer Will sell
separately or as a package
Call 753-1772.

USED furniture, carpet &
refrigerators I also hand
strip & refinish old furniture
George Hodges, 806 Coldwater Rd

PC Repair- upgradestraining at your location.
Hawkins Research,
753-7001.

WEIGHT bench & 100th
cast won weights, $60 Call
759-1587

HOME

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collectitms. -Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
,-

BATTING cage • & net K.T.I.and Associates-offer.(12'X151(721-Casey pitch- ing a lull line of investigative
ing-Machine & net,;auto services. Bel Air Center,
feed& soft ti,e. balls great 753-3868 or 436-6099
condition, $3,000
753-5946 or •753T5940
2'0
•
Mobile
4:.- OR sale- Fitness equipNoose For Sale
ment Uorightbytierfly machine. Leg press, dip Ma- (I)- $1_,L__4P0. (1) $500
hon, T.bar lift, DP stepppr,,,
DPait ciser. DP beffcriwith
1.44.th:-Ivorr .butterfly attachment DP 14X65 2br_,_
good condition _759-9957
itta.gympac, cross cable
set up,- tuf wears -long 1981 TIDWELL, -recently
punching bag w/gloves, • redecorated, 2br, 2 baths,
chin Up tar, incline bench, new garden tub, neW_ceti- _
weights, dumbbells, as- tral heat & air. -75Sa2280,
sorted liars, several miscel- 753;9713
laneous.items. Sell all for
$1,00. 48.9-2613, .8-5, 1985,14X70 2br, 2 bath.
central'heat, window air,.
M-F.•
near East School, 1. acre, .
many extras Moving, must
sell! 753-9745 .after 5pm,

POSTAL. JOBS. Start- -BOGARD trucking and ex.1985 CLAYTON 14X48, all
haul-top
$11.41/hr, for exam and 'cavating.
efectrilk------eppliances; Mrs,
aliplication info. call (219) soil, gravel. fill dirt while, k•FIREWOOD. for- sale. dow
abb. •
437-4667.
769-8301 ex1
753-7975.
-535. rcidc, rip rap. 709-1826.
-•&irn-epri:luil-Fri.-- CAMPER- full size thick
1992 14X6Ci 213F1Jegrriger.
cab-over.
Oil-butdry shell. WANTED bannekls,
atm & 4.19Rit...letup
mess.* & dancers. $500 -.gond- %Yetis -live outlets,
cin rtintectior
sent 753-04-34 after-plus weekly. Doll House jacks included. $150 firm.
Cafe. Paris. TN. 753-0611. ..
FOR SALE: SPINET=.---...4:30prn.
901-642-4297, 701-2arn
sCiA
zeMP4k
R-ui
top7
pn_omI
for- fult CONSOLE PIANO QUALITY homes, dependWanted, responsible party able service & low prices
WANTED part-time help
to make low monthly pay- have made us one of the
Dependable, hours flexible, HARDWOOD sate. 1st ments. See locally. Call
Southeast's largest & best
10-12hr per week. Also,
quality pre:finished ,oak 1-800-327-3345.
dealerships. Shop & corn24,000 BTU a/c,- $150.
plank. 41-.99so ft.-- Vinyl PIANO tuning. John--..pare. Dinkins Mobile
753-4029.
flooring,.$2.8s_u up. Man- Gottschalk, 753-9600.
Homes, Inc., Hwy'79W,
nington
-stock. Self
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4991.
070
stick, no- wax tile in atd-a
Domestic
$.49sq.ft. Residential VcT
& Childcare
America's Second Car
tile. $•33sq 'ft Commercial
$24.95/carton. PasCLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and ex- chall Floor Covering,8 mile •
perienced, references. Call South of Murray, Hwy 641.
498.8964.
Linda 759-9553.
Locations Coast to Coast
PROFESSIONAL couple. NEW glider swing, -3pc
seeks mature, responsible, white wicker set, Rattan
reliable adult to care for swivel rocker w/pad.
10mo old son in our home. 753-6170.
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Some house cleaning also
NEW metal siding & rbof112 So, 12th
Office. 753-6910
M-F, 7 30am-5pm. Refer- ing. Cover 36" cut to length
Lurray, KY 42071
ences & background check in 10 colors, galvanized
1-800-THE-DUCK
required 753-2633 be- and galvalume. Secondary
Lowest Rates in Town
tween 8.30am-5pm.
it aVailable. Portable carDaily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
WILL clean houses, refer- port kits. 489-2722 or
ences, reasonable rates 489-2724.
437-4064
PAGEANT dress- Little
WILL keep children in my girls size 3T, light blue &
home, any age Have refer- white crystals, pearls &
sequins. Paid $400, asking
ences. 753-3102.
$250. ChM 753-5647.
Wll.L stay with eldlorly tor
sick: Experience & refer- PC/DtuZ body Ton/R: We-ences. Call 753-4590 for timed positions of passive
exercise without added information.
Job consists of
FOODS
stress Mall the major musunloading truck
cles of the body & causes
ago
and cutting &
aerobic
effect.
Call
mild
Position
Hopkins,
Tom
wrapping.
Wanted
502-753-6001
623 S. 4th St.
ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's REGISTERED 2'4 "yr old
See and Sew, Country simmental bull Table &
Square, 1608N. 121, Mur- chair, microwave
436-2689_
ray. 753-6981.
Metropolitan Life
AND AFFILTATEDGOMPANIES
WILL clean houses Call TRASH barrels- 57/ea
between %when Grocery, 3 miles
Charlie
SALES POSITION
EXECUTIVE
South of Murray on 641
I lam-5pm at 753-1416
PRODUCTS
& SERVICES
FINANCIAL
VIBROSAUN Body Condi100
tioner, combines vibration
largest financial
of
the
Metropolitan Life - One
&mime;
with sauna in nreclinging institutions,seeks aggressive person to fill position
Opportunity
position. Call Tom Hopkins,
in local area.
502-753-6001.
FRANCHISE for sale: MaySalary - Up to $40,000 plus. Excellent fringe
160
field, Paducah, Benton,
\benefits
to include: retirement, medical and dental
Home
Fulton, 100 year old indusfor entire family,401K and disability plan. 3-year
Furnishings
try, 25 year old company,
training program.
100% success rate if you 2PC sectional coach with
are accountable, responsi- throw pillows, $400. Please
College degree preferred. No sales background
ble and teachable. call 759-1587.
•
necessary.
1-800-447-4889.
pieme_10:_
Resume
--5-PIECE- Mediterranean
INVENTORY & fixtures for king size bedroom set,
BEVERLY CULERENni
religious bookstore for sale. $300 474,2796
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
Reasonably priced.
535 JEFFERSON
BLACK
lacquer
queen
size.
_ 492-8707. •
P.ADUCAIL KY 42001 bedroom Suit with acCeSSO
ECG
nes 753-9305.

WestMew
NUP11111)NO

ANTIQUES and'
collect
ables. Will buy or sell on
consignment, klazel Antique Emporium. 492-8646
10ara-4:30pm.

Give Ifolamelli A beak.
IL U: Do it IF Yotll

Ian hp WM ?ravel
Bonded
Insured

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
904-644-0679

FOR sale- antique desk
Rare partners desk, quertersaun oak heavily
carved, perfect condition
Must see $3,500
484-2613, 810 5 M F

(502) 436-2663

•
-

Carpet k Upholstery

Owner

Beverly DeVries

I
.
.0•

Churches
Commercial
Residential It
General Cleaning
Offices

•
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We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

. ••

,_••••

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse VASimo includ
ing
utilities 753-1266

One bedroom turn.
apartment
shed
near MSU. Call 7534682 or 753-5870.

SWANN
Olen!

Houses
For Rent

Hoses
For Sale

Extra nice 2 BR, 2
bath
townhouse,
fireplace, stove, retrig., garbage disp.,
dishwasher.

4 NEW 313( houses on city
water & sewer_ Will consider trading for other property Pncdinthe'$70'sto
iow $80's 753-3672 after
5Pn1 -

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

1946 FORD Club Coupe, 1 1 1 A all around mowing
completely restored, road trimming, hauling Mark
436-2628
ready 436-2976

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local referenoas 753-2592.

2 ALL round custom tree
trimmers, hedges,removal
light hauling, etc 4yrs ex - HADAWAY Construction.
753-5870
1988
BLACK
BMW
325,
BRICK ranch, 3br, 14
penance. free estimates Remodeling, vinyl siding,
Up, pee, power sunroof, 436-2102 ask for Mathew vinyl replacement winbaths, large deck well
753-0017
or
$8,700.
Call
in
maintained on beautiful
dows, vinyl flooring
Al, Al's hauling, yardwork..
362-0057.
2BR duplex, $230/mo
1994 BUCANEER 14X52 '
Want
large lot in Fairview Acres
436-2062.
tree
removal,
mowing
Free
$200 deposit Almo
Partially furnished All the
To Rant
Sub 753-8874.
1988 TOYOTA Corolla estimates. 759-1683
For Met
JIM'S Garden Service
Heights very nice._
extras Loc_ated in Fox
Mauve,
deluxe
model
with
Or Leen
OWNER.
3br,
14
bath
BY
Gardens- breaking. disMeadows $23,000 turn FAMILY of 4 needs a 3-4br 753-8663
Al
Tree
Service
Stump
air,
pis,
p/b/
automatic
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
king, being. Lawns- seeding
759 9311
home or doublevede to rent 2BR-very nice, appliances CREEKVIEW Sell-stprage formal dining room, living SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath, transmission, an/lm,70xxx removal and spraying Free
with great flowing lay out, miles $47011. 759-1808.
estimates 436-2247, or & fertilizing new or existing
5.-or more & lawn care furnished, warehouses on Center room, family room with A
LAKELAND QUALITY or to buy
Blade work & bush'
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
492-8737
county
Serany
acreage
in
deck wid hook-up, central Drive behind Shoney's bay window. Central gas
HOMES, INC 94'$ MUST
hogging. Reasonable
room, seperate dining 1989 CAMARO RS,
col- tta Available now Cole- $20-$40imo 759-4081
Call
inquires
only
ious
heat & air, wall-to-wall car- room. Lots of extras, coun- 73,XXX miles, p/s, auto Al Tree trimming & light rates. 753-3413.
GO 96s ARE HERE NOW
816-238-3421
man RE 753-9898
pet, ceiling fans, jacuui, try club view. Call for your trans. tilt, cruise, one hauling. Paul Lamb
28X48, $29,995 16X80, lect
FOR rent 6X10 office
KITCHEN CABINET RE14x14ft storage bldg. Lot appointment today. owner, like new, $7,000. 436-2102.
$19,995. 16X64. vinyl &
-3BR. 2 bath. 2 car garage space or 25X30 storage
FACING Make your old
75x150, adjacient lot avail- 753-2905, 753-7536.
shingles $19,995 14X70
759-4958
duplex new WO hook-up space 753-6970
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall new again with Formica All
able. Walk to banks & shop$17.995 14X56. $14,995
appliances furnished, 1yr
320
1989 MAXIMA SE 50, Heating, Cooling and colors, free estimates
ping. Priced to sell, mid
Storage
5 is your lucky NO 5 other
NORTHWOOD
lease, no pets Fallbrook,
470
Apartments
leather interior, sun roof, Electric .Cot Service, unit Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
94's to choose front 5 year
presently has units avail- S-7.0s Call for appt.
behind Skating World
For Rent
low mileage new tires, all replacement and complete KY 436-5560
753-4359factory warranty 5% down
753-2905,
able
Call
753-3059.
Motorcycles
maintenance records avail- installtion. Licensed gas in•
to Qualified Buyer Jack 1,2,380 apts Furnished,
754-7536
LARRY'S SMALL ENCANTERBURY 3bre2 bath
Thompson. 502-527-5253 very nice near AASU No BRITTNEY RIDGE
1987 350 WARRIOR,good able 759-9800 days or staller Phone 435-4699.
GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
brick
ranch.
Formal
Irving
753-1457
after
6pm
5br,
24.
641 2 miles North of Ben- pets
condition. 759-9954.
370
7 5 3 - 1 25 2 APARTMENTS
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- experience Riding mow7-loorrr,- family roam,.eat-in _
• bath, $640ime-- Contact
ton,•
tivelwali— -4- -S753--0606-alier Sam
1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V- niture repair & --Cuttom - ers, push mowers, chain
kiiihen.-Call
759-9461
after
1993
SUZUKI
Katana
600,
.
Century 21 Lortitta Jobs
i Supplies
- •
saws, or weed-eaters. Any-5pm
4.7XX miles, new back DOHC. 4cyl, 5sp, loaded, woodworking. 753-8056.
1402 B Michelle. 2br du- Realty, 753-1492, make or model. Serviced or
„excellent
condition,
new
condition,
tires,
excellent
28J)
quartet
31ERED
REG1
1
- pies. 2yrs new. Cute. Low
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
COUNTRY home, 2 story
repaired. Reasonable
Mobk
utilities Microwave,' dis- EMBASSY 2tir, central horse gelding, 10yrs 01* 'rbnckt3br -on 3 acres, 5 $4,300 obo. 489-2814 titter tires, 40,XXX miles, Factory trained by 3 major
rates. :Free estimates,$10,000 obo, 1 owner
5pm.
ild5k7For Rent
489-2023
.. hWasher, etc, void hookup. gas appliances furnished
manufacturers. All work..
miles from town. Must see
prempt dependable ser-502-753-8613 after
S450/mo (includes, mow- Coleman RE 753-9898 '7
and
parts
warranted.
Ask.
to appreciate. Call 1993 SUZUKI DR250 5;30pm.
_23R on private lot, 7 miles
sace. SatisfactiOn guarandepose, no pets.:
The
Appliance
;,-inis)feaise,
for
Andy
gt
759-9559 for appointment. straet & dirt bike, excellent
East of Murray Call Linzy
tied. 492-8437
753-8734 leave message. FOR' 2. $125imo eactrWorks,
Pets
condition, $2,500 6bo.•-eall
Beane, 436-2582.
Available June 1st
GATESBRoUGH
Subdivi,Swells*
LICENSD for elediic and
753-0707..'
1BR deluxe. new, com- 753-9564
APPLIANCE SERVICE.sion 2 story abr, 2 baths
2BR trailer No, pets
gee. 753-7203.
furnished, at utilities
pletely
puppies,
sable
AKC
Collie
Kenmore,
Wesbnihoirse.
gas, ceiling fans, gas fire753-9866
-130
paid, near KY,Jake, FOR 3 people,
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- LIGHT hauling; tren-trim& whire;-$85-$100. -place, large decks with gre,
partially -furnished, avail- 753-6059
1987 GMC mini-van, 4.3 perience. BOBBY ming -8 removal. Call
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 5375/mo. 436-27Z2.
zibo,living
room,
dining
able June 1st, $150/rtio
V-6, loaded, sharp. 1979 HOPPER, 436-5848.
electricprgas Walking dis753-2320, ask for Don.
1BR near MSU,appliances each 753-9564
AKC Registered Shelties room, den, play rgorn, large
Ford F100 _XLT pick-up,
'ante to college 753-5209
game
room.
-Over
4000
furnished Celemah -"RE
(miniature Collies). papers,
1981 DATSUN 200 SX, 6cyc, a/c, automatic, Clean, BACKHOE SERVICE. MULCH deftvered Murray
HAZEL Apartments, Haze,, Aeormed & baby shots, total feet. Lots of extras, automatic, runs great,
753-9098
BRENT ALLEN septic tank 436-5560.
one owner. 753-2370.
KY now taking applications.. $200ea. 901"-644-1116.
Walnut cabrnets,- Cohan $1,100..7W-2f:05.
installatiora repair, replaceHeating
1 OR n.apts. near down- You. mbst be„-61,-;- hand—
•
baths, Walnut staircase &
PLUMBING repairman with
ment. 759-1515.
And Cooling
town: Murray. 753-4109:
icapped. or-disabled 'Rent CFA Himalayan & shaded upstairshend more! Call for ..i983 MAZDA 626.LX7
same day service. Call
Persian
kittens
silver
lEtACIZA
OE
Service
ROY
needs
work,
tat
$'00.
'
appointment, 753-5946 or
436-5255.
7 TON Trane heat & ai 1.:ROOATI- efficency apart- based on income ,,Equal489.2495
FILL.L. Septic system, driveCell for info at
'7536040
unit, new condition, • fully " ment $2401rno. Available Housing Opportunity.
8007545-S540 days nights -1992 F150 FLARESIDE, Ways, hauling, foundations, RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
guaranteed 753-1300. now, 1602 Olive, parflalubl- 527-8574 or 02-8721
HAVE an obedient, safe.
Remodeling: additions,
759-4664
-753-8914"
-HOUSE
and
acreage,
-Gateman -RE,. HILLDALE Apiatments dog for show or home
,pustrbutkin-4K4,.V-3, autei _...etc.
,eave message, 9am-6pm stre
porches,, decks, carports,
753-1300
leave
messa
753-9898
409 2110- 7pm-10pm
- - under new„ Management. Classes or private lessons -9•am-6pm "489-211-6, 1983 TOYOTA Threat Sap - arkerusse,-elt-p/v,-p/s, pee,- BACKHOE
vinyl siding & dirn,TOoring.
pd1,-electric
mirrors,
stereo
Murray
for
over
'Serving
plete
foundations,
septic
hatchback.
Runs
bUt
changes
takneeds
garages„ trim work, framt ROOMS tor rent at 1614 Come see the
7pm-10pm.
300
rrarther,$600 or bass offer cassette & More. 28.XXX systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Ma- ing. -Phone 502-489-2907,
Otive.---tiolitiet fU'rnished. .-thg place. Now available 12yrs 436-2858
miles.
$16,750-obb.
Business
sonry. 'Phone 492-8510,
•
,Share kitchen, living room . 2br apartment, 24hr main, LABRADOR puppies,- NEED .help for down pay-. 759-1552. 7626499_
436-5866.
ROCKY:ref:11.543N -Home
Rentals
pager_ 762-7221.'
& bathroom facilities. Walk', tenance Handicap acces- . AKC, yellow, Male- & fe- ment? Owner will consider 1986 MAZDA RX7 GSLRepiar.,J3oofing, siding,
•Sible.
Office
hourt
RE
U..---Coleman -g8
S98
800-2200S0 ft Coleman tpo53-M
male, guaranteed hips. Pa: partial financing. Quiet SE,' leather interior, p/w. 1979 FORD F400, swb, BOB'S' Plumbing Fle'pair paintina, pluriaing-; ton:—
Sam -4:30ps2 Mon-,Fri. radise Kennel, 753-41067---1tiome• within f0-miles of
FIE 753-9898
IA; sun roof, tinted win- black, V-8, auto, pls. PA7," Service,
Wok Suaran- trete
estimates. OM:.
Equal Housing -Opportnri;
'Murray. Features 3 large.. dows,whale tail fins, sharp! tilt, odd air,4$2,500 obo. feed-J.:7753-1 134 or
474-2307.
Grooming
PEG'S
Dog
ity. TOD* 1-800-545-1833
bedrooms; 2 full baths, liv--753-85..
436-5832..
Ext. 287, 437-4113.
753-2915
ing room, dining room-, lets
iltAMLESS gutters in1987 BMW 325,1,5. loaded. 1983 FORD Ranger, BRYON'S LAWN SERattached
closet
space,
2
of
KENTUCKY Lake, -Lakess
.wiF.ree estimates. sitHer53:cia16433,T,rRSee;x1;:lltialGutiniceshiafr.icipap:m1
garages,,priced at $85,000. auto, sun too(average nil- $2,000 obo. 436-2528
land Westly Village, lbr
Don't miss out odthis one. leage, $11,200 excellent Aark.
'apartment,..utilities' inCall Professional Real. Es- condition. 502-388-2511 1987 GMC 515, pick-up. _441.
cluded, rent based on
ygnRP
Z
iigerbi
crod
usintg_&lues
ont _fring
.CA.I.
tate,
759- 1-591-:- The Home- after--6pm
88,00C-miles. ,4oir.
come 55& Older, handiCarY
textured ceilings. lAirry Even/ Tuesday I- Zit 7:00
& disabled. Equal Housing "-sale- City's best Iodation, Of Professional Service;
1987' WIAZDA 4326 IX,T-4r, new motor, $1,800 obo. 'Carpets, 753-7614. Dave & Clansman. 492V42. .
_
Opportunity. "Court- Square; Paris, TN.- 'NEW house for sale! excellent condition, hwymi- 759-1884, 753-9773.
(Mors open at 6:00)*
Lissa Godar owners.
502-354-8888:
Two story; 2500sq ft. per 2000sq ft, great location, leage, *$4,200. For more 1.989 RANGE -Rover, CARPORTS for cars and SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal: Insured with full
information call 753-3904 70,XXX miles, $16,500.
LARGE 2br, gas heat. floor. 1-800-447-4889 3br,2baths, great room,dr,
trucks. Special sizes for line of,equipment. Free esor 753:6583.
message.
9am-6pm,
leave
walk
in
kitchen,
utility
room,
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to S.q.
753-3647.
super low utilities, close to
motor home, boats, RVs timates. Day or night,
_
Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
_
college, other tennents are FOR sale -3„laree wooded closet. Has all city utilities, 1988 BLACK, Honda Pre- 1994 CHEVY S-10, teal and etc. Excellent protec- 753-5484.
extras.
Call
county
taxes
&
quiet professionals. Depo- lots, corner of N 18th &
lude SI,sun-roof plus many green,'Sap, air, am/fm cas- tion, high quality, excellent
OPEN TO THE PUdLIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
during- daytime 753-7435, other extras, $5,900.
TAX reduction strategies,
sit required. $395
Coles Campground Rd
sette, 2,6XX miles, $9,500 value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
evening 753-3966.
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
monthly bookkeeping ser753-8828 • 436-2778.
489-2161
489-2768
or
Call
or assume loan_ 753-0495 CARROLL'S custom garvices, all types of tax releave message. '
MUR-CAL Apartments now after 7pm
den tilling, bushhogging turns prepared. Twenty
accepting applications tor FOR sale: house, horse
box grader, blade work. years experience, low
;1
0
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Free estimates. Gerald -rates, free pick-up & delivbarn & 10 acres. 3 miles...
Phone 759-4984. Equal West of Kirksey.,
Carroll, 502-492-8622.ery. 753-8091.
Housing Opportunity.
Campers
489-2768 or 489-2161-after
CHIM
Chlm
Chimney
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
CUSTOkl KITCHEN CABINETS
NEW 1&2br apts in Far- 7pm.
1982 ALJO-ALY 26ft self- Sweeps has 10% senior aluminum gutters, variety
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
Service - Parts
'Sales -'
$310
wi
: mington Starts at,
contained 2dr tandem, roof ,citizen discounts. We sell of colors. Licensed, inKOPPERUD Realty has
All Types Of:
water & garbage paid
air, refrigerator, twin beds, -chimney caps-and screens, sured. Estimate available.
Service After The Sale
buyers waiting to purchase
dis- homes-all price ranges. If
rear bath, awning. Price 435-4191.
Custom Woodworking
759-4690.
and
negotiable 502-753-8284
-at -$1195.1 hwasher- furnished. you are thinking of sellingCOUNTERTOPS,
custom. VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
345-27_48 after 4pm, contact one of our courteKitchen & Bath Cabinets
Homes, trailers, offices. Service Center, cleaning—,..12 Years -E9erience -762-4483 days.
520
• Drop By And See Our Showroom
ous arid professional
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. servicing $15; most repairs
Boats
Lowest Pi-ices On Satellite Equipment
409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Broad)
NEW 2br duplex apart- agents at 753-1222 or stop
436-5560.
$35. Free estimates.lipute
&
Motors
by
office
at
711
Main
St.
ments, gas heat, wid hook- 753-5940--Call Now
1, Akio. Open 9-12,
CUNNINGHAM'S
Heating
up, appliances furnished, WILSON Realty is now lo1970 MERCURY outboard
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530. '
753-2640 or 1-800-642-2446
and
Coding
Service.
Comno pets, available July 15th, cated 3 miles South on
motor, 135hp, $550 obo
plete installation and ser- WINDOW & patio door1425/mo,, 1yr lease, depo- Highway 121 For honest &
753-7658. .
vice. Call .Gary at: glass replacement.
sit required. Call 753-4873 reliable
service pall
-1987 ASTRQGLASS, 18ft, 759-4754-----753-2330.
after 6:30pm„Allen 753-5086
- falwell Designer/Craftsman
150hp Johnson. $6800.
Properties CUSTOM bulldozing and
489-2240.
560
Custom Woodworking:
backhoe work, septic sysNEW2br duplex, gas heat,
Free
1989 TRACKER Tourna- tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Countertops
Kitchen and Bath cabinets
"appliances No pets
Callum
ment TX, 70hp Evinrude,
Custom Closets
Entertainment centers
Lease- Available August
bought new in 1990 at D & D Lawn Care. Free FREE:
Custom ernitOrfStairLuses
15th, $400imo 753-7457
old male Flu- ---KE-NTUGKY Lake; New
$8,996. Garage kept,• used estimates. 489-2296-____ -. SkTrail[753-483f
•
Concord area, 250ft water
Architectural Drafting & Design:
less than 10 times, offers DRYWALL, finishing, re
:
NEW 2br duplex apfront lot *38, deep water,
accepted at 436-2054, pairs, additions and blow- FREE puppies. Call
Floor plans modified
-1.747N%N.
44
Interior 3D views
pliances, wel hookup,cenI it.
located at Crawfords-Land--7534348.
753-2339.
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
Remodeling design
Blueprints copied
tral tea, lawn care furnmg on Bay Court, 15 mi•
759-1476
after
6pm
ished
1994 TIGERSHARK wave- HANDYMAN for hire. Roof- FREt to good home. Male
See your home before you build?
nutes to Paris Landing
runner, brand new, E-Z ing, house repair & yards & female, long & short
NEW duplex 2br, washer/ State Resort Park ExcelBuilder s PowerSource
rider trailer & cover,$4,900 mowed.. 474-2037.
haired kittens. 753-2861.
dryer, dishwasher Lease & lent area for building sum- Phone (502) 753-9254)
MurrOy •eniuCky
382-2306
Call 753-9653 between
mer or retirement home.
required
No
references
R
holn
Isurel;
'arid Gbbs St
Poo
8am-7pm, business phone.
Reduced $47,900 Call Ken
pets. 753-5719
1-800-6,42-1981. or John
USED boats, motors, trailNICE, clean 2br apt, ited 601-895-2637
ers & salvage parts for sale.
Authorized
hook-up, nice carpet, apSimplicity
Boat & motor repair. All
lab
C.
BRIGGS & STRATTON
pliances furnished, 1413
work & parts guaranteed.
and KOHLER
Hillwood. Lease/Deposit
Wayne Darnell Marine ReService Cater
required No pets Call
pair, Hwy 121 S.
753-0814.
Across from Southern States
502-416-5464
100X140 SOUTHWEST
NOW taking applications
Villa subdivision All city
for Section 8 low rent hous530
Across from First Christian Church
753-4873
101 Industrial Road
ing Apply in person at utilities, reduced
Services
after 6pm.
Serving Murray and Calloway County Since 1892
Southside Manor, 906
P.O. Box 241
Offered
Broad St Extended, beMurray, KY 42071
workmanship
at
the
I
Quality
1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1. Hauling,
tween 8am-12noon No
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
moving, clean-up, odd jobs,
7 phone calls please Equal
lowest prices in the area
- tree trimming' tree removal,
Kevin Lamb
Housing Opportunity
Clean out your closets and basement with a
yard mowing, mulch haulSummer Hours 12:00 till 5:00
RichardiLamb
2BR
on
Y.
acre
with
2
SMALL 2br apt Stove, re
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
rock &
ing.
Clean
up
sheet
frig, washer & dryer, no out-buildings.flew vinyl sidyou no longer use and make extra money .
other building materials
ing, fold-in windows, new
pets $225/mo 489-2741
Free estimates. Tim Lamb
Call and place your ad today!
well & septic system, com436-5744.
SPACIOUS, up-scale, new pletely redecorated 2yrs
3ti-r---dupdex-en private ago, gas heat, $36,000.
the
1 1 1 1 1 A Haukng,4ee.
-1
wooded area 1600+ sq ft. 489-2440.
trimming, tree removal, &
plus 2 car garage Skycleaning out sheds, attics,
lights, 2 private decks, pa- 3BR, 1 bath on 11/. acres in
odd jobs, & will haul &
country
Central
h/a,
firele•••
tio, $700imo 753-4573
spread mulch. Free estiplace, barn & tool shed,
mates 436-5744 Luke
(502) 753-1916
Experienced builder of houses,
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- $43,000 Call 753-7981 afLamb.
153-1000•
plex, appliances furnished, ter 5pm
garages, pole barns & storage
central gas heat '8 air,
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
buildings Also remodeling Call for
TOUCHLESS AUTOMATIC
$475/mo 1 Ii"O deposit, 1 3BR, 1 bath country home
trimming, tree reeneval,-Jpe
large
or
too
too
job
estimates,
no
2
acres
yard,
8
acres
of
yr. lease. No pets. Call
436-2867.
Kimber & Jimmy Joe Hale
good pasture. Fully
small
753-2905, 753-7536
1301 N 12th St •US Hwy,641 N.•Murray, KY 42071
large
equipped satellite,RETAIL or .0tlice Space 01
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

.I

•

QUALITY home located
Johnny Robinson Rd. Features huge custom kitchen,
loaded with cabinets & oen
ter island with Jon-Air
range, 3large bedrooms, 3
full baths, formal living
room plus family room
Many more amenibes. Call
for private showing. Professional Real Estate
759-1591. The Home Of
Prelessional Service

*groom
011wed

1980 OLDS Delta 88.$500
759-4588

uee

ng

Knights of Columbus Hall

Ultimate Comnicadons

Satellite Sysems

• I.

(systems starch:*

•

^

'Expand your profit$
with "a quality
1WOOD WORKS
(...1 4
753-2378gais.

LUCUS SHOE
REPAIR
100 North 5th Street

-

Make a
clean
sweep
' with
classified

Lamb's Small Engine

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor

- CAR WASH

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

J`JJ .r;LjiijJ

RUE Car Pick-ap & Delivery
By Appoinenwefeaturing wierteadani
Owners

r

MIR ou
M=
ism
Come see the blooming Daylilties. Japanese Iris
and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Free Plant With This Coupon

Open Garden Friday-Sunday

I

C&C 9Lursenj
753-2993

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday I
Pontoon)' Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road szi left(Gook Rd )turn left 1st I
house on left (approx 1/4 mile)
am ow a
ma 1m

•

2BR 1 bath lakefront in
Panarama Shores, furnished, central h/a available
now,$400/mo plus deposit
310-322-4999

474-8267

deck, lots of room, newly
landscaped, $45,000. In ,
TN close to KY line.
)01-247-3301

CANTERBURY delight'
Beautifully lanscaped trilevel home features family
room with fireplace, formal
38R plus study Shady dining room, large kitchen,yard Dishwasher, wid hoo- breakfast area combinekup, refrig & stove 1704 .lion, 3 bedrooms & a office
Ridgewood $475/mo, or 4th bedroom, laundry
lease deposit, no pets
shoot tb utility area; nicely
753-8734 leave mesaige
decorated inside with many
more amenities Lots of
miSMALL 2br house. 6
closet space Call Proletinutes from town, lust off 94
stoner Real Estate,
by Duncan's Grocery r'759-1591 The Horne Of
$295/mo 753-2339 or
Professional Service
753 8767

ROBI HALL
gEAT1NG,COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Centre, Hating I Cooling Service & Installation
Electrical Service & thstallation
Licensed Gas Merchant

Visa and Master Card

011L,
OWOOtrt. r5

Murray, KY

101.

0 a. AK Or • .•

•

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

•

. (302) 435-4699

753-1916

call Us Today!
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TODAY IN HISTORY
were married 60 years July 5.
Tea years ago
Church, Va., are visiting their
Al Kipp. Ken Dean and Jerry
By The Associated Press
Twenty years ago
son
of
Joseparents, Mrs. Lydia Cain and Mr.
Barry
Morrison,
Allen are -pictured-with a nice
Today is Wednesday, July 6, the 187th day of 1994. There are 178
Calloway County 4-H Dairy
and Mrs: Carlin Riley.
phine Wolfe-of Murray. has
string of hunker bass taken while
• days left in the year. Judging Team received first place
enlisted in the United States
fishing on Kentucky Lake.
Today's Highlight in History:
Forty years ago
at State 4-H Dairy Judging Con- - Fifty- years- ago;on Ally 6, 1944,- 16g people died when fire-broke Navy. He is now undergoing
Marine Pfc. Cltailet B.
Thirty
years
ago
test at Lexingto. Kathy Skubbleout in the main tent of the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Batley Cir- recruit training at Naval Training
McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Airman_ Edward M. Clees, son
field and Ted Howard are coachCenter at Orlando, Fla.
cus in Hartford, Conn.
Boyce McCuiston, is serving on
of Mrs. Sue L. Lamb of Rt. 1,
es. Team members are Steve
William McElrath will for the
On this date:
the battleship. USS Miswuri.
Hazel, has completed the first
McCuiston, Steve Howard. Sandbooks
have
six
of
his
second
time
In t483, England's King Richard III was crowned.
Gorton - White of Hazel hasphase'of Air-Force basic military
ra Stark, Alene Paschall, Krit
been named a member of the
In 1535, Sir Thomas More was executed in England for treason. published within a single year.
training at Lackland Air Force
Stubblefield and Anthony Webb.
In 1777, during the American Revolution, British forces captured The same thing happened in
American Jersey Cattle Club.
Base, Texas.
1979.-He and his wife, Ben)+, are
Fort Ticonderoga. Phil Bryan, formerly a gui- . Maurice Humphrey of Murray
Paris Road Homemakers Club
met at the home of ,Mrs. Wylie
In 1854, the Republican Party came into being at a convention in -serving as Southern- Repast mis- dance counselor with Kentucky
Civitan Club attended the 49th
sionaries in Indonesia.
Jackson, Mich.
Parker. Mrs. Harold Grogan preDepartment 61 Education, Frankannual convention of Kiwanis
Births reported include a girl to fort, has assumed new duties as
In 1885, French scientist Louis Pasteur sliccessfully tested an antisented a craft lesson on Swedish
International at Los Angeles,
rabies vaccine on a boy who had been bitten by an infected dog. Mr-and Mrs. Danny Newcomb, director of school relations at
Weaving.
Calif.
In 1945, President Truman signed an executive order establishing May 13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Murray State University.
Mrs. Velvin Allbritten directed
Recent
births
reported include
Kent Sturgeon, June 12; a girl to
the Medal of Freedom.
a
a
girl
to
Mr.
program on 'Proclaiming the
and
School
Mrs.
County
High
Garnett
Calloway
Morris,
June
In 1957, Althea Gibson became the first black tennis- player to win Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Hood Jones, June 28.
Savior in Fonhusa" at a meeting
Howard
R.
Crittenden
Principal
7---a Wimbledon singles title,--defeating fellow American Darlene Hardof Woman's Missionary SoCiety
Verde 'Slaughter and Thomas
Deloies Kay Honchul and Wil- has resigned his position to
6-3, 6-2.
of Memorial Baptist Church.
Nevil- McCoy were married June
principal of Henderson
_become
married
Woods
were
May
liam
R.
-- In- 1967, the Baku" War erupted. The war, which lasted two,and a
20 at Paducah.
Mr. -and Mrs. S.L. Horn have
5 at Century Christian Church, County- Schools.
• half years, claimed some 600,000 lives. •
Mr. and Mrs: Theron Riley and- been visitfibg their son and family
Mrs. 011ie James were
Mr.
and
Louisville.
---Teir-years --ago: -The Soviet,-Union 'renewed -its -invitation to ihe
in Detroit, Mich.
-children, Glenn and Jane, of Falls
married 50 years June 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Ra Lassiter
United States to hold,talks on banning space weapons;but said the
Americans had to agree' lust to Illnit die agenda .to. that issue.
_
DEAR ABBY
Five years agd: A Palestinian" shouting "The glory of Allah!"
therapeutic.
Read on:
grabbed the steering wheel, of an Israeli bus, causing a.crash that
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing in grief. Those who received my notes forever. And the more she is able to
_ claimed 15 lives. The U.S. Army destroyed its last Pershing 1-A mis- response to the letter simed "Still were- very appreciative and under- live her life rather than simply exist DEAR ABBY.
: “St_Att4ritv
- -iile."
in it 1h niete_ghp ,wilktigr.huo
.
_
--uttute-- concerning-to es
siles at an ammunition plant in _Karnack, Texas,.under terms of the Griehewriter-iiannot-Ifelieva.
sine
almost
20
years
exemplify
been
what
her
children
would
It
expect-a'griving
has
would
anyone
that
for flowers sent aftiie time of death:
1987. Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty,
to.acknowledge floral trib- our children -died, and like "Still _want. Herlifeean be a 'tribute to
"There
is absolutely nothing yop
'One year ago: On the eve of the Group of Seven summit in Tokyo, -person
and
we,
too,
are
—
them.
I
wish
her peace. '
dtes, memorials, etc. My husband Grieving,"
can
say
_that.. will make Me believe _ r
•-• President 'Clinton and Japanese Prime.- Minister Kiichi Miyazawa and I also buried two children: One always.will be
grieving to some
STILI..GRIEVING IN MICHIGAN
_ _
' that all=those people who sent flowexpressed _optimism about resolving a cOntentiOus—frade dispute was 18, the other was-20-.-They died extent, but we have-to go on with
ers
and
cards
expect
a
thank-yon
with
our
learn
to
live
DEARZ5TILL
G•
our
lives
and
RIEVING:
causunrelated
between their countries. _
two months apart of
nOte." '
loss: We coutdia t have existed per- Only those who have experi' Today's Birthdays: Former first lady' Nancy Reagan is 73. Actor es.
Abby, thank-you Miles have
pain.
It
searing
such
enced
the
tragedy
of
having
lost
manently
with
you
when
right
so
are
you
Abby,
William Schallert is 72. Talk show host Merv' Griffin is.69. Actress.
more than one purpose. Yes, they "
we
have
and
a
-child
taken
many
years,
will
appreciate
the
has
blow
is
more
a
:say that such doable
Jana.-Leigh is fo. Comedian, P,at Paulsen is !IT...Singer-actress
acknowledge the gift and th‘giver,than„theliuntan -"tit sh-ould be built new lives, which certainly depth of such indescribableba.I learned the grieving process is
Reese is 62._Actor Ned Beatty is 57. Act61--director Sylvester Stallon6
- pain. But, thank God, it doel
„ our.
. . oof
expected to endure. However. I irrclude t'he memora.es
.
..
enhanqd as you express your
is 48. Football playei-turned-actor Fred Dryer is 48.• Actress Shelley found that writing'those extruCiat- -deceased children.
- become more tolerable with
t_lifiriks, praise another's thoughtful_ ingly painful-acknowledgments was ....."Stillifl4ieviong" need not give up With passing day.,
.flatk is 42. Hockey player Ron. Rummy is 37.
ness and shoal your aiOpreciation.
chil-of
her
essence
Many
readers
other
also
'Thought Io
. r Today:."Bored _people, unless they sleep a loE ae-therapeutic. I wrote notes to every- ono,i-ota -or the
I wrote some 500 notes of thanks- o, __. cruet." — Renate Adler, American writer (1938,
. one, telling them hoe? I felt. I cried- dren. She can have them with her - „sy_rote toasty that they found
after 'our son took his own life: I
sweetness
and
beauty
Writing
thank-you
notes
all
their
very
my
in
ventilating
thus
note,
each
with
found That
essing Mi.- thanks
•
-over_ and ,.over for the kindness of
.
DAILY COMICS
others helped me through my griev- •
ing..
THE FAR Slid
By 6A,
I suggest that it's nottoo
I2Y LARSON_
B1 ONDIE
taWfdr "Still Grieving'..Write a
r few thank:you notes?- Thanks,
iperaits ande
appreeiation are time-
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DEAR ABBY: I could nothelieve
that -anyone ivoiild think it was
inappropriate to wear a military
uniform tea formal wedding. Those
- people would have been quite upset
• had they attended my-wedding.
, When my police officer husband and I were married in 1972, even
though his groomsmen were police
officers, we:chose tuxedos for their
, *
• attite._ However, on the morning of our
wedding, my. husband-to-be was
advised that a protest march was totake place downtown;so members
of the riot squad were put on alert_
This Meant they had to %Veal= their
uniforms tA our Wedding.
At. first my husband was.quite
upset, thinking that some of the
guest's might think ours was a
"shotgun" wedding, which it most
certainly was not. Then he saw the
humor in it — and we still laugh
about it to this day!
' DEBORAH BURKE IN DALLAS

hingr,
Larry

hump
th fuN

to es-

CALVIN and HOBBES

pmix reirenty
low
deliv-

I'VE MISSED) 10„.1 SVOVI_DtAT
NW OF MI
BE'PLANNING
PI SAO* HOW. 1001t LWE
I VIOPE 1J'I
t40 THE
IN WNW
NAPPY

LOOK, I I'dOtAT THINK
ITS TOO WU lb ASK

INVIGGI

GO PoNEAD,
DAD. I

14141`14. TIM WE SIT %CABER

110V WERE
SKIKG
SOMETWItiG
11114N`4.

VCR
ming-

"OK,here's one, Marv: What's got 12 legs, six eyes,
hairy thorax, was found dead in its display
case this morning,and goes'crunch'
Inside a submarine sandwich?"

Fkule .
,
CATHY
LOOK AT 111t5 NESS! Vott`ARE
NOT LEAWN16:111E HOUSE IN
THIS CONDITION YOUNE#• LADY/
ro•

-

Male
short
861

utz-drcifm- HuIge,

•••

UZ-THERe's A GOV oVER
THERE WHO ISTO DIE
FOR!

a

ON THE
SAILWO/ROI

MA1R HoLE IN

.

NitliKNOW I CPOlf8EE
WITHOUT IN GU1S9139:

DAWNWOLED
WU CUT
OUT Pf
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What is your
opinion of-a doctor-having his wife
34 Verve
work in the office? My doctor is well1 Paradise
Answer to Previous Puzzle
35 Dutch town
5 Bullring cry
established now, sal don't believe he
36 Exclamation
8 Radiate
needs the tax deduction. 'She's very
DUTIM UEDA
-- ADS
37 Old pal
12 Author —
pleasant
and works well with other
Stenley------38-Babe-au-7MOM IGLMM 0E10
peliiii.-Tinst feel uncomfortable
40 Oh dear!
-- Gardner AUTHOR
ISAIAH
knowing she's working with patients'
41 —art
13 Abbve (pOet.)
ATREE
ILL
files and has access to the information
.
43 While
14 Challenge
KILO SM SPRUE
- _ .44 _Hebrew therein. Your opinion?
15 Inlet
Month
16 Russian
ITS SPED EELS
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SPEC
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............... for all outdoor chefs

Its The Total On The Tape That equnts!!!
Golden
Ripe

NINA

Field Boneless

Boneless Pork

lb. s3.49

Kabob Meat
Boneless Stilt Frt. Fryer Breast *._

$3.79
4 Lb. Box $8.99
1b.

1.T.M. ligt41-41

Pork Mists
_

Kentuckian Kam'
raid 16 oz.(Bones 3/5.37)

Bacon

Cantaloupes

Williams Pork (Bonus 3/5.10)

Bed Rips 20 Lb. Avg.

Sausage

Watermelons

Ea. 89e
st.99

- Grade A
Medium

EGGS

Save
81.99

UNi
d

MEATS
f
ie

Buy 11,0zGet 1
Save
61.59

Bunch
Pillsbury 4 Peck-10 CL

Biscuits

Prairie Farms 100% Pure
Florida

PEANairiairTER

BUTTERMILK
1/2 Gallon Carton

ORANGE JUICE
1/2 Gallon Carton

1U Sandwich

PEPSI PRODUCTS

DOG
2 Liter Bottle

1611 12 oz. Box

10132 oz.

Snack
Crackers

Tomato
Catsup

Tomato
.our

Tomato
isaourss

BREAD
24 Oz. Loaf

IF

%Mato
48oup
,
.

CamPla

TOMATO SOUP
100*. Can

Maxwell House Master Blend

ClacarAYRS

COFFEE
11.5 Oz Bag

179
GO°
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